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TOPIC “SHOPPING”.  PART I 
 
         While mastering the topic “Shopping” you will practise skills for 
improving your reading and listening in English, as well as speaking and 
writing. Language learning skills cannot improve your English language fluency 
by themselves, you must practise the skills – many times – until it becomes 
second nature to use them.  What are those reading skills? 
         Skimming is a way of reading for general information or the main idea. 
When you skim a reading selection, you read quickly. You read the title, the 
main headings, highlighted words and the first sentence of the paragraph. When 
you skim, you are looking for the answer to the question: “What is this reading 
about?” When you read a newspaper article, for example, you might skim 
through it to discover the topic before you decide to read it more carefully. 
        Scanning, on the other hand, is reading for details or specific information. 
When you scan, you are searching for specific information. When you look in a 
telephone book, for example, you scan to find the name and phone number of 
the person whom you would like to call. You also scan the words in a 
dictionary, looking for a specific word and definition. 
        Surveying combines both skimming and scanning. When you survey a 
reading passage, you are getting a general idea of how the information is 
organized. There are several steps in surveying. First, read quickly (scan) the 
title, the chapter or section headings, and any words which are emphasized with 
italics or boldface type. Second, look over (skim) the text. Finally, answer any 
questions which you have about the reading: How long is it? What is the main 
idea? Does it answer any questions I have? 
        When might you survey a reading? Suppose you want to study in the UK. 
You’ve been told the City University in London is an excellent institution and 
you would like to apply. However, your TOEFL score is 500 and, besides, you 
are not rich. Also, you really don’t know much about the university and the 
kinds of courses it offers. Luckily, someone has sent you a catalogue to get an 
idea of its organization. Be sure to look at the table of contents and section 
headings. Then scan the catalogue to locate answers to your specific questions: 
What courses are offered? What TOEFL score is required for admission? How 
much does it cost? This process of reading is called surveying. 
 
           1.1. Scan the text to answer the questions: 
                  1. What shops (departments)  are mentioned in the text?      
                  2. Why supermarkets are so popular? 
                  3. Is ‘the fruiterer’s’ the same as ‘the greengrocer’s’? 
                  4. Where can you have your clothes made to measure? 
                  5. What can you buy at ‘the stationer’s’? 
                  6. How can you pay for your purchase? 
                  7. Why is buying things on  hire-purchase so convenient? 
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SHOPS 
 
        Shopping centres and supermarkets have become very popular all over the  
world. They have various departments or shops under one roof in one huge 
building. The shopping centres are very convenient for the customers and save 
them a lot of time. These spacious stores and supermarkets are well-stocked 
with a lot of beautifully-arranged goods. There you can buy practically all you 
need in the way of foods – groceries, meat, vegetables, fruit, dairy products, 
bread and cakes, baby foods and many other things. The goods are ready-packed 
and have clearly-marked prices on them; they are displayed on shelves, in reach-
in refrigerator units or in trolleys and are always within easy reach for the 
customers. Many factors can explain the popularity of such shops: first of all 
they have an excellent assortment of goods; secondly, you have an opportunity 
to choose the goods you like – they are displayed openly for you to choose from; 
then, the service is swift there; and, which is also of great importance, you save 
a lot of your precious time if you buy everything in one shop, under one roof. 
        In small towns and villages there are still small specialized shops that deal 
only in certain goods. At the grocer’s you can buy a variety of foodstuffs, such 
as flour, butter, eggs, biscuits, jams and jellies, cheese, sugar, spice, tinned food 
and frozen foods. The greengrocer’s deals in fruit and vegetables. If you go to 
the fruiterer’s, you can buy there various kinds of fruit, but not vegetables. The 
florist’s sells flowers and plants, wreaths and bouquets. We go to the 
fishmonger’s  for fish, and to the poulterer’s if we want to buy poultry – 
chickens, ducks, geese or turkeys. A milkshop is called a dairy. There we buy 
dairy produce – milk, butter, cheese, sourcream, eggs and so on. When we run 
out of bread we go to the baker’s and ask for a loaf of white or brown bread. A 
cake shop sells pastries and cakes of all kinds. A confectioner’s always has a 
good choice of sweets – chocolates, bars of chocolate, toffees and other 
tempting things that make every child’s mouth water. 
        In our towns there are shopping centres which have several departments to 
sell various foodstuffs under one roof; there you can see the bakery department, 
the grocery department, the confectionary department, etc.  
        If we want to buy things, we can go either to specialized shops or large 
department stores. For example, we buy cloth at a draper’s and ready-made 
clothes at a dress-shop, a man’s outfitter’s or a department store. The tailor’s 
and the dressmaker’s make made-to-measure clothes for men and women. The 
hatter’s sells men’s hats, but the milliner’s sells hats for ladies. The hosier’s sells 
hosiery or knitted goods like stockings, socks, tights and underclothes. 
        Those who need paper, pens, ink, rubbers, rulers, note-books, exercise-
books, clips, drawing-pins and glue can get them at the stationer’s. The 
bookseller’s sells books and magazines. If they don’t happen to have the 
particular book you want in stock, they will order it for you. All you have to do 
is to leave a postcard with your request and your address. The watchmaker’s 
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sells clocks and watches. The jeweller’s sells jewellery, and also things of gold 
and silver, ornaments (that is candlesticks, vases and other objects). The china-
shop has a large stock of china, porcelain and earthenware. The ironmonger’s 
supplies everything made of iron (hardware) from nails to gardening tools and 
labour-saving devices for the home. The chemist’s sells many things besides 
medicines – perfume, toilet articles such as soap, toothpaste, sponges and tooth-
brushes. 
        Nowadays we can buy a lot of things either for cash or on hire-purchase, 
that is the customer pays the deposit (or a down payment) on the goods and pays 
off the balance in installments. Payment may be spread over a period of up to 
two years. This hire-purchase system helps people to buy such expensive things 
as refrigerators, colour and black-and-white TV sets, radio sets, cassette-
recorders, washing-machines, sewing-machines and knitting-machines, sets of 
furniture and many other things.      
 

Topical Vocabulary 
 
shop BrE.- a building or part of a building where you can buy things, food or 
services: e.g. a gift shop, a record shop, a barber’s shop, a coffee shop. 
wander/browse around the shops: e.g. I spent a happy afternoon wandering 
about the shops. 
set up a shop – to start a business; ant. shut up a shop. 
talk shop BrE – talk about things that are related to your work, esp. in a way that 
other people find boring    
go shopping (be out shopping) – to go to one or more shops to buy things. 
shop around – to compare the price and quality of different things before you 
decide which to buy. 
shop assistant BrE – someone whose job is to help customers; AmE – sales clerk 
shop-bought (adj) – bought in a shop, rather than made at home; ant. home-
made 
shop-keeper (n) esp. BrE – someone who owns or is in charge of a small shop; 
AmE – storekeeper 
shop-lift (v) – to take smth. from a shop without paying for it; shop-lifter (n) 
window-shop (v) – to look at goods in shop windows without intending to buy 
them; window-shopper (n) 
do the shopping (v) – to go shopping to buy food and other things you need 
regularly 
shopping bag (n) – a large bag that you use to carry things which you have 
bought 
shopping list (n) – a list of things you need to buy when you go shopping 
shopping basket (n)- a basket that you use to put things in as you walk around a 
shop 
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shopping trolley (n)- a large metal basket on wheels that you push around when 
you are shopping in a supermarket 
shopping centre (n) BrE (shopping center, mall AmE) – a group of shops 
together in one area, often in one large building 
________________________________________________________________ 
Word Choice: shop, store. In British English, shop is the usual word and store 
is sometimes used to mean a very large shop where many different kinds of 
things are sold, for example, a large supermarket or  department store. 
        In American English, store is the usual word and shop is sometimes used to 
mean a small store that sells one type of goods. 
        In British English, you can talk about the shops: e.g. I’m going to the shops 
– do you want anything? But speakers of American English never say the stores 
 
consume (v) – 1. to use time, energy, goods, etc., 2. (formal) to eat or drink 
smth. 
consumer goods – потребительские товары; consumer (n); consumption (n) 
consumer group (n) – an organization that makes sure that customers are treated 
fairly and that products are safe; ~ общество по защите прав потребителя 
purchase (v) formal – to buy smth: e.g. Where did you purchase the car? 
purchasable (adj); purchaser (n); purchase (n) formal – smth you buy or the act 
of buying it: e.g. She paid for her purchases and left. 
wear(n) – 1. the act of  wearing – ношение, носка (одежды): e.g. I am the kind 
of man who can make any suit of clothes look shabby after about a fortnight’s 
wear. 2. damage from time and use - износ: e.g. The carpets are showing wear. 
wear (v) – 1. to have on the body, as to wear a hat, glasses, a moustache, one’s 
hair long, a troubled look. – носить, быть одетым во что-л., иметь: e.g. Jim 
wore his greying hair cut very short. His face wore a sad smile. 2. to last, not to 
be affected by time – носиться (об одежде): e.g. These shoes will wear for 
years. 3. to become less useful, lessen the quality, value – изнашивать(ся), 
стирать(ся), протирать(ся): e.g. The material has worn thin. 
to wear down (out, through) – show signs of having been worn too much or too 
long – изнашивать(ся), износить(ся): e.g. The heels of your shoes are worn 
down on one side. I must buy a new suit – this one is worn out. He has worn his 
coat through at the elbows. 
to wear out – to make or become very tired, exhausted – утомлять, изнурять, 
истощать: e.g. I am worn out with all this hard work. Her patience wore out at 
last. 
to wear off – to pass away, to disappear gradually – проходить (о чувстве боли 
и т.д.): e.g. The feeling of strangeness soon wore off.     
 an automatic till – электронный кассовый аппарат 
department store – a large shop that is divided into separate departments, each 
selling a different type of goods. 
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Names of Departments / Shops: 
 
        Manufactured goods                                      Foodstuffs 
        ready-made clothes                                             grocer’s 
        footwear                                                               greengrocer’s 
        millinery                                                               fruiterer’s 
        knitted goods                                                        baker’s 
        hosiery                                                                  butcher’s 
        leather goods                                                        fishmonger’s 
        cosmetics                                                              dairy products 
        haberdashery                                                         poulterer’s 
        textile / draper’s                                                    confectioner’s 
        jeweller’s                                                               tinned food 
        stationer’s                                                              frozen foods 
        florist’s                                                                  convenience food 
        chemist’s 
 

What Can you Buy in the  … Department? 
 
1. Ready-made (ready-to-wear, off-the-peg) clothes are made in standard sizes, 
not made specially to fit one person; ant. made-to-measure clothes are 
specially made to fit one person 
                  Ladieswear                                             Menswear
        a coat                                                         a single (double)-breasted suit 
        a raincoat                                                   a shirt 
        a furcoat                                                     trousers 
        a costume                                                   jeans 
        a dress for summer (autumn) wear=          shorts 
        a summer (autumn) dress                           a T-shirt 
        a frock for everyday (better) wear              a dressing-gown 
        an evening gown                                         a blazer 
        a blouse                                                       waist coat 
        a skirt                                                          dinner jacket/suit, tuxedo 
        a bathing-costume                                       windcheater 
                                                                             anorak 
 
to be on sale – be available to be bought in a shop 
shopper, customer, buyer – someone who buys goods or services from a shop, 
company 
Size.  What size do you take in gloves? – I take size 7 in gloves. 
          What size (of) shoes do you wear? – I wear shoes size 36. 
          What’s your size in hats? – My size is 57 (57 is my size). 
          I’m stock size. – У меня стандартная фигура. 
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try smth. on (v) – put on a piece of clothing to find out if it is the correct size or 
suitable; fitting-room BrE – an area in a shop where you can put on clothes to 
see how they look = AmE dressing-room 
How much does it cost? How much is it (a metre, etc)? What’s the price of …? 
What price are these buttons? 
How much do I owe you all together?   }      Сколько с меня всего? 
How much does it (all) come to?           }   
 
Quality of clothes and how they look. 
to be in fashion (out of fashion) – be fashionable (old-fashioned) 
The style is all the fashion (vogue). – Этот фасон сейчас в моде. 
I like the cut. – Мне нравится покрой. 
It’s a bit bright for me. – Это слишком ярко для меня. 
It’ll show the dirt too quickly. – Он (костюм) быстро пачкается. 
The coat is shrinkproof (colour-fast or fade-proof; waterproof; crease-resistant). 
– Пальто из несадящейся (нелиняющей; непромокающей; немнущейся) 
ткани. 
Ill-fitting clothes – одежда, которая плохо сидит. 
The dress is a misfit.- Платье плохо сидит. 
It’s too baggy (floppy). – Платье слишком мешковато (висит). 
It’s too tight (ant. loose) for me . – Платье мне слишком тесно (свободно). 
I can’t afford (buying) it. – Я не могу себе позволить (купить) это. 
It’s too expensive (dear) for me. Ant. cheap. 
I finally decided on a cotton frock. – Я, наконец, выбрала ситцевое платье. 
                                     } altered. – переделать. 
I must have my dress - } taken in at the waist. – убрать в талии.                                               
                                      } let out at the shoulders. – выпустить в плечах. 
 
The Russian verbs “идти, годиться, подходить” can be rendered in English 
with the help of the verbs: to become, to match, to fit, to go with, to suit. 
become (v) formal – to be suitable to someone or to look attractive on them: e.g. 
Blue really becomes her. 
match (v) – if one thing matches another, or if two pieces match, they look 
attractive together because they are a similar colour, pattern, etc.: e.g. We 
painted the cabinet green to match the rug. 
fit (v) – if a piece of clothing fits you, it is the right size for your body: e.g. The 
jacket’s fine, but the trousers don’t fit. The dress fits you like a glove.   
go with (v) – to suit (соответствовать, подходить по стилю, по фактуре): e.g. 
These thick shoes don’t go with a silk skirt. 
suit (v) – to look good on someone, to have right qualities for: e.g. The dress 
suits her. She looks smart in it.  
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2. Footwear: 
    walking shoes – обувь для повседневной носки  
    high (low)-heeled shoes – туфли на высоких (низких) каблуках  
    flat-heeled shoes – туфли без каблуков   
    pattern shoes – модельные туфли 
    patent leather shoes – лакированные туфли 
    suede shoes – замшевые туфли 
    canvas shoes – парусиновые туфли 
    loafers – light shoes with a flat bottom and leather top that you can slip your 
foot into. 
    bare-heeled shoes – туфли с открытой пяткой 
    open-toe shoes – туфли с открытым носком     
    leather-soled shoes – туфли на кожаной подошве 
    rubber-soled shoes – туфли на резиновой подошве 
    to have shoes soled and heeled – сменить подошву и поставить набойки 
    slippers – комнатные туфли 
    sandals – сандалии 
   fur-lined boots – ботинки (сапоги) на меху 
   shoe laces – шнурки 
   shoe polish – крем для обуви 
   shoe horn – рожок для обуви 
 
3. Textiles (Draper’s) – Ткани. 
   satin – атлас 
   cambric – батист 
   chintz, printed cotton – ситец, AmE calico – набивной ситец  
   cotton velvet (corduroy) – вельвет 
   silk velvet – бархат 
   silk (natural, artificial) – шелк (натуральный, искусcтвенный) 
   plain cloth – гладкая (без рисунка) ткань 
   flowered (flowery) cloth – ткань с цветочным рисунком 
   striped cloth – ткань в полоску 
   polka-dotted cloth (black, white-dotted) – ткань в горошек  
   checked cloth – клетчатая ткань 
   tartan – шотландка 
   It wears well (badly). – Она (ткань) хорошо (плохо) носится. 
   It creases easily. – Ткань легко мнется. 
   The cloth is shrinkproof (colour-fast or fade-proof, waterproof, crease-
resistant). – Ткань не садится, не линяет, не промокает и не мнется. 
 
   4.Millinery department – отдел головных уборов   
   straw hat – шляпа из соломки                                                   
   wide-brimmed (narrow-brimmed) hat – шляпа с широкими (узкими) полями 
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   beret [`berei, bε`rei]– берет (AmE) 
   felt hat – велюровая шляпа 
   fur hat – меховая шляпа 
   cap – кепка, фуражка, шапка 
   bathing-cap – резиновая шапочка для плавания 
 
5. Perfumery (cosmetics) – парфюмерный отдел 
   bottle of scent (perfume, toilet water, eau-de-cologne ) – флакон духов 
(туалетной воды, одеколона) 
   face powder - пудра 
   face cream – крем для лица 
   mascara – тушь для ресниц 
   eye-liner – карандаш для глаз 
   eye shadow – тени для век 
   lipstick (light, dark shade) – помада для губ (светлый, темный оттенок) 
   nail varnish – лак для ногтей 
   make-up kit – косметический набор 
   toilet soap – туалетное мыло 
   shampoo – шампунь 
   tube of shaving-cream – тюбик крема для бритья  
   tube of tooth-paste – тюбик зубной пасты 
 
6. Grocer’s - Бакалея 
    What are the names of containers grocery foodstuffs are usually packed in? 
     A bag of crisps 
     A packet of cheese 
     A box of matches  
     A sachet of tomato sauce – BrE a small plastic or paper package containing a       
liquid or powder: a tub of ice cream 
     A tub of margarine – a small container made of paper or plastic with a lid, in 
which food is bought or stored 
     A carton of milk  
     A jar of pickles 
     An oil drum – a round container for storing liquids such as oil, chemicals etc: 
a 5 gallon oil drum  
     A can of cola 
     A pot of honey  
     A beer barrel – a large curved container with a flat top and bottom, made of 
wood or metal and used for storing beer, wine etc: The wine is aged in oak 
barrels.  
     A tin of beans (tuna) 
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7. Greengrocer’s – овощной / фруктовый отдел 
               Vegetables                          Fruits                     Berries 
    potatoes (new potatoes)                 apple                   strawberry                                              
    tomatoes (fresh, pickled)                pear                    wild strawberry 
    cucumbers                                      plum                   cherry 
    cabbage (a head of cabbage)          apricot                cranberry 
    sauercraut                                       peach                  raspberry  
    carrots                                             orange                gooseberry 
    cauliflower                                      tangerine            black currants  
    broccoli                                           banana               blackberry  
    onions (spring onions)                    pine-apple          bilberry 
    garlic                                               lemon   
    beetroots                                          grape-fruit 
    turnip                                               grapes 
    radish (black radish)                        kiwi 
    pumpkin                                           mango 
    green peas                                        melon 
    lettuce                                              water melon 
  
8. Dairy Products – Молочный отдел 
 milk                         eggs                          sour cream                        
 butter                       cheese                       cottage cheese 
 yoghurt                    cream                        mayonnaise 
 
9. Butcher’s  - Мясной отдел 
    Meat: beef (veal), mutton (a leg of lamb), pork (fat, lean), mince-meat  
    Poultry: chicken, duck, goose, turkey, pheasant 
  
10. Fishmonger’s – Рыбный отдел 
      herring                                                            salmon 
      kipper – salted herring, dried or smoked;      sturgeon 
      pike                                                                 caviare 
      tuna                                                                 sprats in oil 
      plaice (flat fish)                                               shrimps 
      trout                                                                 lobster 
                                                                               crab 
  
         1.2. Vocabulary Practice 
 
         Ex.1.Transcribe the following words. Make sure you know what they 
mean: 
                supermarkets, popular, various, variety, convenient, customer, 
spacious, grocery, refrigerator, trolley, assortment, service, precious, 
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importance, flour, biscuits, fruiterer’s, wreaths, bouquets, fishmonger’s, 
poulterer’s, dairy, produce, toffees, hosiery, request, jewellery, porcelain, 
earthenware, device, hire-purchase, deposit, instalment, sewing-machine, 
wander (v), browse (v), consumer, cosmetics, perfume (n), crease (v), patent 
(leather), suede, corduroy, striped (cloth), beret, eau-de-cologne, lettuce, 
sauerkraut, raspberry, gooseberry, yoghurt, mayonnaise, pheasant, plaice, 
salmon 
 
         Ex. 2. Find the English equivalents to the following in the text: 
                 стать популярным, различные (отделы), под одной крышей, 
огромное здание, удобный для покупателей, просторные магазины, иметь 
широкий ассортимент товаров (2), холодильные камеры в торговом зале, 
бакалейные товары, молочные продукты, детское питание, тележка (для 
товаров или продуктов), товары в расфасованном виде, рядом (в пределах 
досягаемости), обслуживание, быть очень важным, экономить (беречь) 
ваше драгоценное время, специализированные магазины (отделы), 
разнообразие товаров, мука, специи, консервы, замороженные продукты, 
овощной отдел, цветочный магазин, домашние растения, букет, рыбный 
отдел, заканчиваться (о продуктах), хлебный отдел, буханка хлеба, 
кондитерский отдел, печенье, плитка шоколада, ириска, соблазнительные 
сладости, от вида которых у детей текут слюнки; отдел тканей, отдел 
готового платья, портной, сшитая на заказ одежда, отдел головных уборов, 
чулочно-носочный отдел, колготки, нижнее белье, отдел канцелярских 
товаров, скрепки, быть в наличии, ювелирный отдел, подсвечник, фарфор   
(изделия из фарфора), гончарные изделия (керамика), отдел металлических 
изделий (скобяные товары), духи, губка, покупать за наличные, купить в 
рассрочку (в кредит), очередной взнос (при покупке в кредит), 
дорогостоящие вещи, швейная машинка, вязальная машина, мебельный 
гарнитур.    
             
         Ex. 3. Explain the meaning of the following in English: 
                 tinned foods, dairy produce, toffee, a confectioner’s, to match, to fit, 
to become, to suit, an assortment, a shoe horn, a customer, a fitting-room,  a 
store, ready-packed goods, ready-bottled oil, ready-to-serve foodstuffs, a tailor, 
a three-piece suit, off-the-peg clothes, a realiable fabric, shrinkproof,  
waterproof, it is not in stock, to alter a dress, to try on a summer frock, a crease-
resistant raincoat, to buy smth on hire-purchase, I’m stock size, It won’t fade, a 
shopping mall      
                               
        Ex. 4. Give the most suitable Russian equivalents for the following: 
        a collar: turnover, stand up, round, tailored         
        a skirt: flared, fully-lined, straight, pleated 
        a frock: tight-fitting, loose-fitting, sleeveless, low-cut 
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        a shirt: plain, coloured, striped, polyster, open-necked 
        shoes: high-heeled, flat-heeled, patent leather, suede 
 
        Ex.5. If you happen to buy an article which doesn’t fit you, you should alter 
it. What alterations can you suggest if: 
        the wind-cheater is long in the sleeves? the trousers are too baggy? the 
dress is too tight at the waist? the skirt is too short? the coat is broad in the 
shoulders? the shirt is too loose? 
 
        Ex.6. Choose the right word:  
        a) clothes, dress, frock, garment, robe 
            1. In the corner there was a basket for dirty … . 2. Her new … was made 
of red velvet. 3. Mr Jahi-Bahi was sitting in the chair, his strange … was 
covering from his neck down. 4. Miss O’Hara appeared to be a pretty young 
lady in an extraordinary … . 5. She did not want many things with her, only 
some light summer … perhaps. 6. Your … should always be well ironed. 
        b) wear, put on, take off, change into, dress 

1. After a cold shower I … a pair of jeans and a sweater which is a very 
convenient outfit … at home. 2. “Oh, bother! I’m always mislaying things! 
Where’s my hat?” “But you’ve already … !” 3. These modern artificial textiles 
are very reliable. They don’t shrink, don’t fade, in a word, they may … for 
years. 4. She … her coat and silently tiptoed upstairs. 5. I would never … this 
dress to the office. 6. She was … in slacks, blouse and headscarf. 7. Bill … his 
shirt and examined the collar to see if it were clean enough to be worn again. 8. 
He’d … the same baggy suit with shiny trousers for a week at a time. 9. Janet … 
out of slacks … a dress. 10. Roy … with exquisite care the next morning. He … 
his most fashionable suit, a silk shirt, a pair of suede shoes. 
              c) match, fit, become, go with, suit  
        1. The jacket does not … me. I should have some alterations made. 2. The 
old woman looked suspiciously at the trousered girls around her. She thought 
trousers did not … the occasion at all. 3. A dark wollen costume … her like a 
glove. 4. What colour tie will you recommend … my light grey shirt? 5. I don’t 
think black shoes will … with your brown coat. 6. Black is my favourite colour, 
they say it … my fair complexion. 7. The dress is to my taste but the price 
doesn’t … me. 8. The sweater was high in the neck for warmth, with long 
sleeves. It … perfectly. 9. I’m afraid this yellow hat doesn’t … your red coat. 
10. Betty needed something warm to take with her and thought that a cardigan 
would … her. 11. These buttons don’t … the blouse. They spoil it. 12. The coat 
seems … well.  – Oh, don’t you think it’s a bit baggy? 13. The carpets should … 
the wallpaper. 14. She was wearing a brown dress with a hat and gloves … . 
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         Ex. 7. Fill in prepositions where necessary:     
         1. Am I right that the greengrocer’s deals … fruit and vegetables? – Yes, 
but to be more exact, they sell vegetables; and … fruit we go … the fruiterer’s 
that usually has a good assortment … different kinds … fruit – I see. Could I 
buy oranges there?  - I think they should be … sale now. Yes, I remember 
having seen them … the window  while passing … the shop this morning. 2. I 
couldn’t even imagine it would be so difficult to buy a very simple frock … 
summer wear. I dropped … … the shop almost every day. I looked … the 
dresses … the rails and could not decide … anything, though I can’t say I’m 
very particular … my clothes. The dresses seemed either to be … … fashion or 
too bright … me. Sometimes they didn’t have my size … stock.. I tried … 
several dresses, though I hate those fitting-rooms – you feel so helpless there. 
But I looked like a scarecrow … them. They were either too loose or too tight … 
the hips or … the waist, and needed a lot of taking … or letting … . I got almost 
desperate. I couldn’t afford to have a simple dress … every day wear made … 
measure! And only yesterday I was lucky … the long last. When I went … they 
had just got a new delivery of summer frocks. They had frocks … different 
shades to choose … . I immediately saw a cotton frock … greyish-blue, the 
colour that is … fashion and rather matches … my eyes. Without hesitating I 
asked the shopgirl to write … a bill, rushed … the cash-desk and ran … home to 
see how it looked … me. Fortunately, it fits me perfectly and they say it suits … 
me. 3. Oh, we’ve run … … milk, I see. Bill, be a good boy, run … the dairy. 
Ask … a bottle … milk there. If they’ve got only loose milk, take a bottle … 
cream. Don’t confuse it … sour cream – I don’t need it … present. 4. What can I 
do … you? – I’d like to buy a winter coat …dark-blue or grey. – What’s your 
size … coats? – 48, I think. – Then how do you find this one? You may try it … 
… the fitting-room … there.  – Let me have a look … the lining. Yes, 
everything is perfect, but it’s too expensive … me. I can’t afford it … the 
moment. – May I give you a piece … advice? If you can’t buy it … cash, you 
can have it … hire-purchase  and pay … it … instalments. … any case the 
quality is excellent … the price. - I’ll think it over. 5. Could I have a pair … 
canvas shoes … summer wear, size 38? – Yes, please. You may pay … the cash-
desk. – Could I have some black shoe-cream and a plastic shoe-horn? – Yes, 
certainly. You can get all these things … the counter … there. And the cashier 
will tell you how much it all comes … . 6. You had better press the jacket, to say 
nothing … the trousers – they look as if you had slept … them … days and days. 
7. I want a pair … shoes … autumn. – If I were you I shouldn’t buy cheap shoes. 
They soon wear … … the heels and want repairing …a week’s time. 

 
        Ex.8. Choose the correct expression from among those in brackets: 
        1. To wear out a coat is to (wear it till it can no longer be worn; alter it; 
lengthen it). 2. To wear out smb’s patience is to (make him laugh; help him keep 
his temper; exhaust his patience). 3. A dress is said to wear well when it  (looks 
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smart; shows signs of wear; not much affected by time). 4. A suit that is in 
constant wear is (worn on festive occasions; put on every day; never worn). 5. If 
the shoes show signs of wear it means  that they (are in good condition; don’t 
look new; look new and smart). 6. To look worn out means to (look old and 
tired; look refreshed; look puzzled). 7. I have worn my socks into holes means 
that my socks (have been mended; have just been bought; have holes in them). 
8. If some feeling wears off, it (breaks down; disappears gradually; lasts for a 
long time). 9. Which of these can wear down (your hair; your gloves; your 
heels)?   

    
        Ex. 9. Change the following sentences according to the given model: 
               Model: If my hair is too long it needs to be cut off. 
                            If my hair is too long it needs (wants) cutting. 
        1. If her dress is creased it needs to be ironed. 2. If your socks have worn 
into holes they need to be mended. 3. If  there are some stains on your suit it 
needs to be cleaned. 4. If her dress is too long it needs to be shortened. 5. If his 
shoes are worn down they need to be repaired. 5. If he has worn his jacket 
through at the elbows it needs to be patched. 6. If your dog has broken loose it 
needs to be tied. 7. If your dress is loose at the waist it needs to be taken in. 8. If 
his trousers are baggy they need to be pressed. If your blouse is tight at the 
shoulders it needs to be let out. 

 
        Ex.10. Translate into English: 
        1. Покажите мне, пожалуйста, костюм для лета. – Я бы вам 
посоветовал выбрать однобортный костюм. Они сейчас очень модны. – 
Спасибо за совет. Покажите мне что-либо в серых тонах. – Какой размер 
вы носите? – К сожалению, не знаю точно. Наверное, 50 или 52. – Да, 
пожалуй. У вас стандартная фигура, 50 вам подойдет. Как вам нравится 
вот этот? Он из немнущейся ткани. – Неплохо, мне нравится покрой и 
цвет. Разрешите примерить? – Пожалуйста, вот примерочная. – Он мне 
немного узок в плечах. Покажите мне 52 размер. – Пожалуйста. Этот 
костюм хорошо на вас сидит. Но вам немного длинны рукава, мы их 
можем укоротить. Он будет готов через два дня. – А цена? – 2900руб., 
переделка бесплатно. – Тогда это просто находка за эту цену. Я возьму его. 
2. Здравствуй, Нина. – Доброе утро. Я вижу у тебя уже тысяча пакетов. - 
У меня дома кончились почти все съестные припасы, а я даже не заметила. 
Хорошо, что наш магазин уже открыт.- Да, он открывается в 8 часов утра. 
Это очень удобно. Сегодня в продаже есть хорошее мясо, не жирное, но и 
не постное. – Да, я уже купила. Кроме того, я купила 2 кг гречневой крупы, 
полкилограмма сахарного песку и пачку чая. – Мне тоже надо в бакалею. 
Хочу купить риса и кофе. Боже, ну и очередь! – Не беспокойся! Там все 
товары продаются в расфасованном виде. Это у тебя не займет много 
времени. – Ну, ладно. Тогда я еще прихвачу (to take…in addition) 2 кг муки 
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и макарон и вермишели, чтобы второй раз не стоять в очереди. Пока! – До 
свидания. Я зайду еще в кондитерский и рыбный отделы. – Возможно, я 
тебя еще встречу в кондитерском отделе. Я тоже буду брать конфеты и 
печенье. 3. Что вы желаете? – Покажите мне, пожалуйста перчатки. Я 
ношу 7-й размер. – Какие вы хотите – шелковые, лайковые (kid) или 
замшевые? – Шелковые. Они хорошо стираются, не садятся и хорошо 
носятся. – Пожалуйста, как вам нравится эта пара? Лучшего качества и не 
очень дорогие. – Мне можно их примерить? – К сожалению, перчатки 
мерить не разрешается. Позвольте мне измерить вашу руку. Да, это ваш 
размер. – Как вы думаете, они подойдут к моей сумочке? Мне бы хотелось 
что-нибудь посветлее. – Нет-нет, это как раз нужный оттенок. И я уверена, 
они будут чудесно сидеть на вашей руке. – Спасибо, я их возьму. 
Простите, где в вашем универмаге канцелярский отдел? – На втором 
этаже, сразу налево. – Спасибо. 4. Что вам угодно? – Покажите мне какую-
нибудь элегантную шляпку? – Темную или светлую? С узкими или 
широкими полями? – Пожалуйста, с широкими полями, светлую, но не 
очень яркую. – Вот, пожалуйста. Этот цвет опять входит в моду. 
Примерьте ее. - К сожалению, она мне мала. Но мне идет такой фасон, а 
этот цвет очень пойдет к моему новому костюму. - Как жаль, у нас нет 
таких шляп большего размера. Но мы на днях ожидаем новую партию 
товаров. Сегодня выбор довольно беден. Приходите послезавтра. – 
Большое спасибо. Я, конечно, зайду к вам. Извините за беспокойство, как 
пройти от вас в галантерейный отдел? Мне нужно еще купить ниток и 
наперсток (thimble). – Это рядом. Галантерейный отдел – следующий за 
отделом чулочно-носочных изделий. 
 
        1.3. Listening Practice 
               You will hear eight short conversations of people buying things in 
different shops. Listen carefully and decide what kind of  shop it is :                 
        a.-------------------------------           e. -------------------------------             
        b.-------------------------------           f.  -------------------------------          
        c.-------------------------------           g.--------------------------------- 
       d.--------------------------------           h.--------------------------------- 
 
        1.4. Speech Practice 
 
         Ex.1. Say at what shops (departments) you can buy the following. Make 
sentences according to the given models: 
         Model A: You buy paper, pens and pencils … 
                          You buy paper, pens and pencils at the stationer’s. 
         sugar and tea; bread, buns and rolls; meat; herring; fruit and vegetables; 
flowers and plants; chicken, ducks and geese; sweets and chocolate; cloth; hats; 
stockings and socks; rulers, ink and notebooks; books and magazines; jewellery 
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and watches; nails and tools;  medicine and toilet-goods; thread, needles and 
handkerchiefs; a frying-pan; records, CDs; instant coffee; a pair of shorts and a 
track suit; a wedding ring and a bracelet; a packet of cigarettes and a tin of pipe 
tobacco; a TV set, a portable radio and a cassette-recorder; a pair of slippers; a 
man’s suit and overcoat; a lamp and an electric stove.   
         Model B: I’d like to buy … 
                         I’d like to buy a dress. Where is the ready-made department? 
         some sour cream and butter; some beef and mutton; half a duck; a loaf of 
brown bread; some toffees; a kilo of granulated sugar; a water-melon or pears; a 
pair of kid gloves; a writing-pad; a necklace; a divan-bed; knitting needles; a 
doll or a teddybear; a souvenir; a pair of suede shoes; a reading-lamp.   
       
          Ex. 2. Say what you can buy in the following shops: 
                 an antique shop                     an art shop  
                 a bookshop                            a boutique 
                 a florist’s                               a  furniture shop  
                 a gift shop                             a hi-fi store  
                 an ironmonger’s                    a jeweller’s   
                 an optician’s                          a pet shop 
                 a photographic shop              a radio shop 
                 a record shop                         a sports shop 
                 a stationer’s                           a toy shop 
 
        Ex. 3. Answer the following questions: 
        A. 1 Where do you buy sugar? Is it always ready-packed? Do we buy it by 
the pound or kilo? What kind of sugar can we buy? 2. Where do we buy meat? 
What sorts of meat do you know? Do you like fat or lean meat for soup? What 
can we prapare with minced meat? 3. Where do you go to buy fish? Do you 
often go to the fishmonger’s yourself? Can you get smoked fish or herring 
there? 4. Where do we buy bread? Do you always buy bread by the loaf? Do you 
know the price of a loaf of bread? What kind of bread is your favourite? Can we 
buy buns and rolls at the baker’s as well? Where are fancy cakes and chocolate 
biscuits sold? 5. Do you always buy milk at the dairy? What else can you buy 
there? Is milk always bottled or tinned? Do you like fresh milk? Which coffee 
do you prefer: black or with milk? 6. Where do you go to buy fruit and 
vegetables? What kind of fresh fruit and vegetables can you buy all the year 
round? Can we buy strawberries in winter? 7. Where can we buy sweets and 
chocolates? Which kind of sweets do you like best? Would you like to get a box 
of chocolates as a birthday present? Children like toffees, don’t they? 8. We buy 
chickens and turkeys at the poulterer’s, don’t we? Where else can we buy geese, 
ducks and chickens? 9. Do you know how much you or your household spends 
on groceries each week?  
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        B.1. Where do we buy flowers and plants? When do you usually buy 
flowers? Is it easy to get fresh flowers in winter in your town? 2. What can you 
buy at the chemist’s besides medicines? 3. Do you like to have your clothes 
made to measure? Why? Are you stock size? When do you buy a ready-made 
dress (suit)? Is there any alteration to be made as a rule? When do you ask to 
have you dress taken in at the waist (at the shoulders)? 4. Is it dearer to have 
your dress made to measure at the dress-maker’s or to buy it ready-made? 5. Are 
pleated skirts in fashion now? What suits are fashionable now: single- or double-
breasted? 7. Which dress wears better: a cotton or a silk one? 8. Do you like pale 
blue (bright colours)?  9. What scarf would you choose to match a plain green 
dress? 10. What was the price of the blouse (skirt) you bought?  Was it a perfect 
fit? Did you like the cut? 11. Where do you go to buy gloves? Socks and 
stockings? What can you buy in the hosiery department? What size gloves do 
you wear? 12. What shoes do you buy for summer wear?  Whar size shoes fit 
you well?  Do you like shoes with high heels?  What shoes do you prefer for 
autumn wear? And for winter? 13. What can you buy at the stationer’s? 14. 
What electrical appliences have you got at home? Which electrical or 
mechanical things go wrong most often? Are electrical appliances generally 
useful? Which is the most useful? 
    
        Ex. 4. Complete the following sentences: 
        1. What are our baker’s hours? – As far as I know … . 2. Let’s take a 
trolley, we are going to buy … . 3. I never wear high-heeled shoes because … . 
4. I understand that a microwave oven is an excellent present for newly-weds 
but … . 5. We’ve run out of … . 6. The scarf is beautiful, but … . 7. Helen, will 
you help me to choose a present …? 8. I rather like the colour of the skirt, but …  
9. Where can I buy a hair-dryer?- … 10. May I see the operation instructions of 
… ? 11. They are having a spring sale, let’s … . 12. What can I do for you? – I’d 
like … . 13. How much did you pay for …? 14. Are water- melons on sale here? 
- … 15. I don’t find it convenient to do the shopping … . 16. The cut is still in 
fashion, but … . 

 
        Ex. 5. Dramatize the following dialogues in pairs. Make up three more 
dialogues by replacing the parts:  
                        (I)                                                           (II)   
   A. Are you being served?                        A.Is anybody looking after you? 
   B. No. What have you got in                   B. No. I’m after a size 40 V-neck   
        the way of  brown suede                        pullover in grey. 
        jackets, size 42? 
   A. Sorry, but we’re  sold out                    A. The best I can do is a 36. 
        right now.                            
    B. Are you likely to be getting                B. Could you order me one? 
        any more in?  
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    A. I should think so, yes. If                     A. I should imagine so, yes.  
      you leave your phone                              If you leave your address,  
      number, I’ll ring you up.                         I’ll contact you. 
                        (III)                                                         (IV)                                                
    A. Are you being attended to?                  A. Are you being seen to? 
    B. No. I’m trying to find a navy               B. No. I’m looking for a pin-  
        blue raincoat, size 42.                                striped suit with a 34 waist.  
    A. I can do the size, but not the colour.    A. I’m afraid, I can’t help you 
    B.Do you think you could get                        at the moment. 
        one for me?                                             B. Will you be having any more in? 
    A.Yes, of course. Look in again                A. I doubt it, but you might be              
        Monday week.*                                          lucky at our High Street branch. 
    * Monday week: a week from next Monday. 
 
        Ex. 6. Complete the following dialogues using the sentences given below:  
               I. At the millinery department (Customer – C; Assistant -- A) 
               C. I’d like to buy the hat in the window. 
               A. There are several hats in the window. … 
               C. Can you show me the one over there? The leather one? 
               A. Ah! The leather one. Now, this is another leather hat, madam.  
                    It’s better than the one in the window. … 
               C. I’d rather have the one in the window. … 
               A. Certainly, madam. … 
               C. I’m not sure.   
               A. … It is sixteen and a half. 
               C. Thank you very much.                 
               A. ……………………… 
  
               1. What size do you like? 
               2. Would you like me to measure your head?     
               3. It’s smoother leather. 
               4. It goes with my clothes. 
               5. Thank you for the purchase. 
                
               II. At the shoe department 
               C. Excuse me. ….  
               A. Certainly, madam. What can I show you? 
               C. I’d like to buy a pair of fancy dress shoes.  
               A. … Leather, suede, glace or I can offer you glitter stiletto shoes. 
               C. I like them. Can I try them on? 
               A. Certainly. … 
               C. They’re a bit tight. I have rather a broad foot and a high instep. … 
               A. I’m afraid, not in that style. … 
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               C. Then, probably, leather shoes are better…  
               A. Yes, they’ll stretch. 
               C. Very well then. Thank you for your help. 

A. You’re welcome. 
 

                1. They will give a little after wearing.    
                2. Have you got them in a wider fitting?  
                3. Can you wait on me?  
                4. How do they fit, madam? 
                5. What kind of shoes do you want, madam? 
 

                III. At the women’s clothes department 
                A. Can I help you?  
                C. No, thank you. … 
                A. We have suits on sale. … 
                C. Which suit do you think is better? 
                A. … It’s warm and comfortable. 
                C. I’m afraid, it’s loose on me. … Have you got a smaller size? 
                A. I’m awfully sorry. … The suits proved to be so popular that we             
                     sold them out last week, but we might have some more next week.  
                C. Well, thank you.  
                A. ……………………….           
                C. Maybe I’ll come back later. 

A. You’re welcome. Come again! 
  

                1. It’s two sizes too large. 
                2. I’m just looking around. 
                3. May I hope that we can be of service to you again in the future, sir? 
                4. We’ve run out of the size. 
                5. You won’t find a better bargain in town. 
                6. I think a wool single-breasted suit is a good bet for the season. 
 
        Ex. 7. Have you ever had problems like these? What did you do? 
        Your blouse has shrunk.                 The heel’s come off. 
        The zip won’t work.                        The strap has broken from the side.  
        The sole’s come unstuck.                The stitching’s come undone. 
        The colours ran.                               Your dress has come apart at the seams.  
        Your pullover has stretched.            Your boots pinch. 
        Your socks are different colours. 
 
         Ex. 8. In pairs take turns to imagine yourself in the following situations 
(see Ex. 7):                              For complaining: I’m sorry but … 
                                                 I’m afraid …  
                                                 I’m sorry to have to complain but .. 
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                     For apologizing and offering to put things right: 
                                                  I’m very / awfully sorry … 
                                                  I do apologize. I’ll … 
                                                  All right, I’ll see what I can do. 
                                                  Sorry about that, I’ll …  
                      For accepting or refusing offers: 
                                                  Thank you very much. That’s very kind of you. 
                                                   I suppose that’ll be all right. Thank you.  
                                                   That’s just not good enough … 
                                                   No, that’s quite unacceptable. I’ll never … 
 
           Ex. 9. Be ready to talk on one of the topics: 
               1. Your visit to a self-service shop (a supermarket). 2. How you bought 
a ready-to-wear autumn coat. 3. Describe your local department store.   4. How 
you bought a pair of shoes for your nephew. 5. How you bought a wedding 
present for your friend. 6. Say why you prefer to buy your things ready-made (or 
have them made to measure). 7. Say what is considered good or poor taste in 
dress. 8. How you went shopping on the eve of your house-warming party. 9. 
Speak about a holiday rush in shops. 10. Say how one day you went shopping 
and discovered to your confusion that you had left your purse behind. 
             
       Ex. 10. Discussion points: 
                    1. Shopping is an important human activity. 
                    2. It is worth spending a lot of time to get something cheap.  
                    3. Advertising provides useful information. 
                      4. People often buy things they don’t need because they are bargains. 
                   5. Young people do not always shop wisely.  
 
        Ex. 11. Role play “Survey of  Peoples’ Shopping Habits” 
 
        Setting: Lecture room in the University of Trade Management. 
        Situation: A group of psychologists are invited to a students’ class with a 
                        talk. They ask questions about shopping habits to demonstrate 
                        the fact that people fall under different customer categories. Then 
                        they analyse answers and decide which description fits every        
                        student best. Finally they report their results to the class. 
                        1. You are a Fun Shopper. 
                            You enjoy it. You go shopping with your friends.  
                        2. You are a Practical Shopper. 
                            You get the best and the cheapest. 
                        3. You are a Reluctant Shopper.  
                            You hate doing it!  
             Find out: 
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              whether they enjoy shopping and why / why not; 
              what things they like / hate to shop for best / worst;  
              what kind of shops they like most of all, why; 
              whether they like window-shopping, shopping around; 
              whether they enjoy looking for bargains; 
              what they think first about: the price, the quality, the name. 
              whether they take advice from shop assistants, friends, family,  
                           nobody;  
              whether they go shopping alone or with friends;  
              whether they spend their money on “things” or on entertainment; 
              if they had an unlimited supply of money, how they would spend it; 
              if they had less money and had to buy fewer things what they would  
                            stop buying. 
   
         Characters: 
                           Card I – the head of the group of psychologists, who opens 
                                         and closes the discussion.   
                            Cards II – IV – psychologists who ask questions and make 
                                                     conclusions.          
                             Cards VI – XIV – students who give answers to the questions. 
 

1.5.  Writing Practice 
 
         Ex. 1. Draw a Christmas shopping list: 
           - how many people you are going to buy gifts for; 
           -  write what you are going to give to each person on the list; 
           - describe one present in detail: why you have decided on this thing; 
                                                              where you are going to look for it; 
                                                              how much you can afford to spend.  
 
        Ex.2. Write a short essay on the following topics: 
                  1. Why I Like / Do not Like Shopping. 
                  2. My Memorable Purchase / Gift.  
                  3. My Method of Shopping. 
                  4. Men’s and Women’s Shopping Styles. 
                  5. Shopping Styles of the Young and the Elderly.  
                  6. The Presents We Give and are Given. 
                  7. Why I Never Buy Things in the Market / Boutiques. 
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PART II. SHOPPING TIPS 
 
        2.1. a) survey the text and get an idea of how the information is organized:      
1) how long is it? 2) how many parts are there? 3) what is the main idea of parts 
A., B. and C?    
 
A. Shopping Tips. Shopping is a very important part of life, but shoppers are 
faced with a confusing and rapidly changing situation. The confusion arises 
from the claims made by advertising, a wider choice of goods than ever before, 
and new places to shop. The prices of clothes, shoes and make-up have gone 
sky-high, so it is vital that you do not waste your money and that you shop 
carefully for value. Be sure of what you want – never shop vaguely, because 
when you get home your purchase may not match anything else you’ve got. 
        Shop around for the best price and quality. Start with a department store, 
where they stock a wide range of goods and souvenirs. There you can find many 
departments: haberdashery, hosiery, drapery, millinery, ladieswear, menswear 
and footwear. If you are looking for a skirt and a top to go with it, you’ll need 
“Separates”. You’ll find shorts or T-shirts in “Leisurewear”, jumpers in 
“Knitwear”, and a nightdress in “Nightwear”. In “Accessories” they sell belts, 
gloves and purses. Try on all the trousers or dresses they have in the line 
although it may be quite boring to wait if  the fitting-room is occupied. Check 
out the racks with the sign “sale”. Although it usually seems to be the small 
sizes that are offered in sales, you can sometimes find some  super buys. 
        Feeling cheered up by your new purchase, don’t forget to keep the receipt, 
in case an item turns out to be faulty. You’ll need the receipt if you want to 
exchange the item or have your money refunded. If you are a bargain-hunter, try 
clothes markets. They often don’t have the high overheads of town shops and 
can therefore keep prices lower, though they can stock substandard goods. Flea 
markets are not the best place to buy anything. The prices are low, but the 
quality is, too. 
        Don’t put off the purchase of festive gifts until there are only two days left 
before a holiday. Department stores are swarming with last-minute shoppers, so 
you may have to queue for half an hour at the checkout till. From everywhere 
you can hear people swapping rumours, ‘They have sold out all the scarves’, 
‘They have run out of that cream’. You inevitably get involved in exchanging 
remarks with other people in the queue or with salesgirls. Sometimes the talk 
gets so interesting that the cashier’s question whether you want to pay in cash or 
credit card takes you by surprise. Anyway, you pay and feel happy that you have 
made a bargain, which puts you in a good mood.  
        Dear friends, make shopping entertaining. Shop together with your friends. 
Enjoy attractively designed displays and well-dressed shoppers browsing 
through trendy items. Then you will definitely like it.   
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         B. Almost every city in the world has the traditional big department stores. 
They are laid out in much the same way, like Harrods in London, Macy’s in 
New-York, Aux Grand Galleries in Geneva. Once you have seen one, you feel at 
home in all of them. They usually have several floors, with entrances on every 
side of the building. Communication is by lifts or interfloor escalators. The lift 
attendant can give customers detailed information on the spot, whenever  it is 
required. 
        On the ground floor you always have cosmetics, fancy goods, jewelry, 
gloves, scarves, umbrellas, bags, haberdashery and hosiery. They are small 
items, attractive and not too pricy, which people will buy when they are in a 
hurry or just on impulse. The larger and more expensive purchases, which 
require more thought and time and, perhaps, some privacy, like fashion clothing 
or corsetry are on the upper floors. Household goods and Do-It-Yourself (DIY) 
Department are in the basement. 
        Other departments are carefully named: Budget Dresses are really cheap 
dresses – but no customer likes to be thought of as ‘cheap’ shopper. The same 
applies to Ready-to-Wear – it used to be used for the garment that was not 
made-to-measure, though now off-the-peg clothes are the rule rather than the 
exception. 
        Then there are newer words for the new trends in fashion – Mix-and-Match 
stands for separate items designed to be worn in various combinations. Unisex 
stands for clothes designed with no difference allowed for the sex of the 
customer. 
        Shopping hours in different kinds of shops are fairly constant because they 
are governed by law. But in these days of working women who shop in their 
lunch hour the shop that closes for lunch won’t last long. Many stores in city 
centres close late on the days when shops in the suburbs have early closing 
hours. 
 
        C. Marks and Spencer (or M/S) is Britain’s favourite store. Tourists love 
it too. It attracts a great variety of customers, from housewives to millionaires. 
Princess Diana used to be, and Dustin Hoffman and the British Prime Minister 
are just a few of  its famous customers. Its profits are fabulous – more than & 10 
million a week. 
        It all started a bit more than a century ago, when a young Polish immigrant, 
Michael Marks, had a stall in Leeds market. He didn’t have many things to sell: 
some cotton, a little wool, lots of buttons and a few shoelaces. Above his stall he 
put the now famous notice – Don’t Ask How Much – It’s a Penny. Ten years 
later he met Tom Spencer, and together they started Penny Stalls in many towns 
in the north of England. Today there are 564 branches of M/S all over the world 
– in America,Canada, Spain, France, Belgium and Hungary. 
        Surprisingly, tastes in food and clothes are international. What sells well in 
Paris sells just as well in Newcastle. Their best-selling clothes are: for women – 
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jumpers, bras and knickers; for men – socks, pyjamas, dressing-gowns and suits: 
for children – underwear and socks. Bestsellers in food include fresh chicken, 
bread, vegetables and sandwiches. Chicken Kiev is internationally the most 
popular convenience food. 
        You may want to know why M/S is so successful. The store bases its 
business on three principles: good value, good quality and good service. Also, it 
changes with the times – once it was all jumpers and knickers. Now it’s food, 
furniture and flowers, as well. Top fashion designers advise on styles of clothes. 
        But, perhaps, the most important key to its success is its happy, well-
trained staff. Conditions of work are excellent. There are company doctors, 
dentists, hairdressers and even chiropodists to look after the staff, and all the 
staff can have lunch at a reduced price. 
 
        b) scan Parts A, B and C to answer the following questions: 
            A. What shopping hints did you find in the text? 
            B. 1. How are the main largest stores in the world are laid out? 
                2. What do the names “Budget Dresses”, “Unisex”, “Mix-and-Match” 
mean? 
        C. What is the key to extraordinary success of  “Marks and Spencer”?  
         
           Additional Vocabulary 
 
fashion (C U) – smth that is popular or thought to be good at a particular time: 
e.g. Self-help books are now all the fashion (= they are very fashionable). His 
ideas are coming back into fashion (= are becoming popular again). Their music 
will never go out of fashion (= stop being fashionable) 
 - to be in / out of fashion  
 - at the height of fashion – thought to be very fashionable 
 - fashion house  n (C)- a company that produces new and expensive styles of 
clothes      
 - fashion show n (C) – an event at which new styles of clothes are shown to the 
public 
 - fashion plate n (C) informal – someone who likes to wear very fashionable 
clothes  
 - fashion victim n (C) informal – someone who always wears what is 
fashionable, even if it makes him look bad 
 - fashion-conscious (adj) – concerned about wearing the latest fashions: e.g. 
Teenage-girls are very fashion-conscious. 
fashionable (adj) - 1. popular especially for a short period of time, ant. 
unfashionable, old-fashioned; 2. popular with or used by rich people: e.g. a 
fahionable resort (area, restaurant); fashionably (adv): e.g. fashionably-dressed. 
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fad n (C) – smth that people like or do for a short time, or that is fashionable for 
a short time: e.g. Interest in organic food is not a fad, it is here to stay. faddish 
(adj); faddishness n (U) 
 
rage n (C,U) – rage for smth – a situation in which smth is very popular or 
fashionable: e.g. the rage for mobile phones; be all the rage (informal) – to be 
very popular or fashionable: e.g. Di Caprio became all the rage after starring in 
the film “Titanic”. 
 
vogue n (C usu sing. U) – a popular and fashionable style, activity, fashion: e.g. 
the vogue for large families in the pre-war years; be in vogue, be the vogue, 
come into vogue: e.g. Suntanning came into vogue in the mid-1930s.  
 
        2.2. A. Read the description of some important influences in fashion. 
               B. Discuss the information with a partner. What do you think these 
things are? Use the following words to help you: jeans, mini-skirt, sewing-
machine, lipstick, lace, cotton, wig, zip=zipper, bathing-costume, contact lens. 
 
  

Fashion Firsts 
 
        1. This machine caused a revolution in making clothes. Before its invention 
in about 1850, clothes had to be stiched by hand, and they took a long time to 
make. 
        2. This plant is used to make many kinds of clothes, from shirts to jeans. In 
North America, much of it comes from the southern United States. 
        3.  These twentieth-century inventions made dressing much easier and 
faster. Before they were available, people had to fasten their clothing with long 
rows of buttons or hooks and eyes. 
        4. Natural-looking hair has seldom been popular. People have covered their 
heads in various ways throughout history. Sometimes these head-coverings were 
powdered or curled. 
        5. A long and heavy version of this outfit was first worn in the water. Some 
people drowned from the weight. Today, the smallest version hardly covers 
anything at all. 
        6. People with poor vision could see clearly without having to wear glasses 
when this wonderful new product was invented. 
        7. It only became fashionable for women to use this product in the 1920s, 
when popular shades ranged from pale pink to bright red. 
        8. This decoration was popular with the rich and stylish in the 17th and 18th 
centuries. It was worn on collars and cuffs, and was also used to trim hats, 
gloves and boots. Because it was so time-consuming to make, it was expensive. 
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        9. These pants have been the most popular clothing item of all time. First 
worn by miners more than a century ago, they became the uniform for a whole 
generation in the 1960s, and they continue to increase in popularity. 
        10. The short version is a big change from the long version worn in the 
past. Once it was used to hide ankles. Later it reached only to the thighs. 
   
        2.3. Listening Practice 
 
        Ex. 1. Get ready to listen to the text “Footwear Follies”: 
 

A. Learn the names of the parts of a shoe: 
toe  - носок                 heel - каблук               sole – подошва  

             buckle - пряжка          tongue - язычок          laces – шнурки 
  

B. Work in groups.  Make a list of different kinds of shoes. 
                   
        Ex. 2. Listen for information. 
 
        Ex. 3. Listen for details and answer the questions: 

1. Why are running shoes practical? 
2. Why did the ancient Egyptians first start wearing shoes? 
3. How did Roman Emperors decorate their boots? 
4. What was special about European shoes in 1100? 

       5. What problem did these shoes create? How did people solve the problem?   
6. How wide did shoes become after this? What was the maximum width 

allowed? 
7. Name three things that men carried in their boots in the 17th century. 

       8. Why were the shoes called ‘chopines’ useful at first?                                                  
          9. How high were the chopines? 
         10. How did women walk when their shoes were too high? 
      11. Why did Louis XIV wear high shoes? 
        12. What decorations did Louis’s shoes have? 
      13. What could women’s shoes in Japan do? 
      14. Give three reasons why wooden shoes were practical for fishermen and 
farmers. 
      15. What sometimes happened to women who wore platform shoes? 
      16. What kind of boots do people often decorate today? 
 
        2.4. Reading Practice  
                     
        Ex. 1. Get ready to read the text.  Work in a group. Discuss the following 
questions: 
        1. How often do you change your hairstyle? 
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        2. What are some popular hairstyles today? 
        3. Describe some popular hairstyles from the past. 
        4. What do the following terms mean?    
             a) to curl                           d) to grease 
             b) to dye                           e) to wave 
             c) to straighten                  f) braid 
 
        Ex.2. Skim the text to answer the question: “What is this reading about?” 
Survey the text to find out how many paragraphs describe different hairstyles; 
which paragraphs introduce general ideas on hair fashion.  
                                 

The History of Hair. 
 
        1. One of the easiest ways to change your appearance is to change the way 
you wear your hair. We can use hairstyles to accent or disguise different 
features. We can use hairstyles to make a fashion statement. In the name of 
style, people cut, curl, straighten, grease or dye their hair. Some people even 
choose to have no hair at all, and shave it all off. Some of our customs and styles 
for hair are new. Others have a very long history. 
        2. The ancient Assyrians were the first hairstylists. They were obsessed 
with hair, and were highly skilled at cutting, dyeing and curling it. Some people 
cut their hair in geometric shapes that looked like pyramids. Others used a 
heated iron bar, the forerunner of our curling iron, to curl and style the hair.  
Men even styled their beards, which were neatly clipped and ruffled in layers 
down to the chest. The ancient Assyrians were so obsessed with hair, that they 
had laws that forced people to style their hair according to their professions. 
When high-ranking women were in court, they had to wear fake beards to show 
that they were as important as men! 
        3. In ancient Egypt, men and women shaved their heads. This was for 
cleanliness and for relief from the heat. Frequently, they put on wigs made of 
human hair or wool. The wigs were braided or had long curls. 
        4. In ancient Greece and Rome, many people wore bands around their 
heads to keep their hair in place. Some men put powdered gold onto their hair. 
Women often bleached their hair blond, and wore elaborate styles. 
         5. Some peculiar customs developed in other parts of Europe, too. 
Different groups of people liked to dye their hair. For example, the people who 
lived in France favoured red. The Angles and Saxons chose other colours. They 
sometimes dyed their hair orange, blue or bright green! 
        6. In the 1600s, European men had long, flowing curls. They sometimes 
had a longer curl on the side that was tied with a ribbon. In France, King Louis 
XIII lost his hair, so he began to wear a wig. Soon many men were following his 
example and wearing huge curled wigs. 
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        7. In the 1700s, very fancy styles were popular in Europe. Men’s hairstyles 
became higher and higher. At one point, they had to be supported by wire 
frames and small cushions! The styles measured more than 60 centimetres 
high and were decorated with flowers, feathers, jewels and other ornaments. 
Then the hair was covered with powders – pink, red, violet or white. Of course, 
women could not wash these hairdos often. In fact, some complicated styles 
weren’t changed or washed for weeks on end. Professional hairdressers were 
in great demand and spent many hours making and maintaining the hairdos.   
        8. In the 1800s, hairstyles were simpler. Men wore their hair cut, but they 
began to put oil on their hair. One particular oil was very popular. It was called 
Macassar oil. So many men used it, that people began to cover their chairs and 
coaches to protect them from dripping oil. The covers, which are still used 
today, are called antimacassars.  
        9. The 1900s brought many new styles. At different times, men cut their 
hair short, curled it, bleached it, frosted it, greased it to create the bouffant 
hairdo, a high, puffy style. In the early 1960s, some men cut their hair very 
short and brushed it upward in a style called a crew cut. Other men had longer 
hair that was swept back to look like a duck-tail. Later men copied the British 
rock groups, especially the Beatles, who wore long hair with bangs on the 
forehead.   
        10. Today, in the name of fashion, people continue to experiment with 
hairstyles. New cuts, colours, permanents, new hairstyling products give people 
ways to change their appearance. Perhaps we will even revive some strange 
styles from ancient times. What do you think of blue hair? What about powdered 
wigs? Can we interest you in a bit of Macassar oil? 
 
        Ex. 3. Read carefully for details. Look in the text for the answers: 
        1. Why do people do so many things to their hair? 
        2. Who were the first hairstylists?  
        3. Name three things that the Assyrians did to their hair. 
        4. Why did the Egyptians shave their hair? 
        5. Who put powdered gold dust on their hair? 
        6. What colours were popular for hair? 
             a) in France 
             b) in England 
        7. How did European men in the 1600s style their hair? 
        8. Where did the custom of wearing wigs come from? 
        9. Give details for women’s hairstyles in the 1700s? 
             a) height 
             b) support 
             c) decorative ornaments 
             d) colours of powders 
        10. In the 1700s, how did women keep their fancy hairstyles in place? 
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        11. What was the problem with Macassar oil? 
        12. Name two hairstyles from the early 1960s. 
        13. Why did some men wear long hair with bangs on the forehead? 
        14. What are some of the ways people can change their hairstyles today? 
 
         Ex. 4. Describe the hairdos of the two students in your group so that the 
rest of the group can guess who you are talking about.  
 
        2.5. Vocabulary and Speech Practice 
 
        Ex. 1. Reading Clothing Labels: The law says that clothing you buy must 
carry certain labels. Clothing tags and labels come in many shapes and sizes. 
These labels tell you what brand name you are buying. They tell you what 
various items of clothing are made of. And they tell you how to care for these 
items. Following the instructions on care labels help you get the most wear and 
satisfaction from the clothes you buy. Labels that tell you how to care for an 
item of clothing must be permanent. They are usually woven or printed labels. 
They will be found inside clothing. They are often sewn into seams. 
                 A                                       B                                        C 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do not dry-clean 
Hand wash only – 
 
Iron on reverse 
side with cool iron 

Machine wash and 
dry 
Steam iron at medium 
setting 

Dry-clean 
Touch  up with 
warm iron 

 
             D                                        E                                         F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  G                                                                              
                                                                                                    H 

Machine wash at 
cold setting –  
gentle cycle 
 
Drip-dry 
 
 
Iron on reverse 
side with cool iron 

Machine wash 
and dry at warm 
setting 
Iron while damp 
with warm iron 

Hand wash -  
Line dry 
Stean iron at 
warm setting 

 
 
 
            

Machine wash 
warm 
Line-dry only 
Iron on reverse 
side with cool 
iron 

Hand-wash –  
Drip dry 
Steam iron at 
warm setting   
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A. Read the instructions on the labels above. Answer the questions about 
the labels. Use the letter with each label to answer the questions: 

  
            1. Which item of clothing must be dry-cleaned? 2. Which item should  
be hand washed only? 3. Which items require steam ironing? 4. Which items 
must not be dried in a dryer? 5. Which item must not be dry-cleaned? 6. Which 
items should be machne washed in warm water? 7. Which items should be 
ironed on the reverse side? 8. Which item should be ironed while damp? 
 

B. Check your understanding of clothing labels. Read the following label. 
Then answer the questions about it. 

 
 
 
 

1. The words “permanent press” on a garment mean …? 2. To wash with 
“like colours” means to … . 3. Can this garment be bleached? … 4. Can 
this garment be dried in a clothes dryer? … 5. Should this garment be 
washed in hot water? … 

Permanent press. 60% Polyester. 40% Cotton. Machine wash in warm water 
with the like colours. No bleach. Tumble dry at medium setting. 

 
        Ex. 2. Which of the items of clothing mentioned below do you consider to                   
be:    - all the fashion now? 
         - old-fashioned?       
         - always fashionable? 
                         
                   denim jeans                                            stiletto heels 
                    trousers with turn-ups                           canvas shoes    
                    pin-striped suit                                      baggy shirt 
                    faded denim jacket                                baggy jamper 
                    waistcoat                                                ankle socks       
                    bomber jacket                                        pleated skirt     
                    sheepskin coat                                        blazer 
                    tracksuit                                                  dungeries     
                    tailored suit                                             frayed jeans  
                    wide-brimmed hat                                   full length evening gown   
                    beret                                                        duffle-coat  
                    flared trousers                                          leggings  
                    silk stockings                                           woolly tights 
                    polo-neck sweater                                    mini-skirt 
                    T-shirt                                                      straight skirt       
                    cuff-links on a blouse                              sleeveless denim jacket   
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        Ex. 3  Learn to compliment people on their clothes: 
       
                                     (I)                                                     (II) 
 
             A. What a nice cardigan!                            A. I say I like your new rain- 
                                                                                       coat!   
             B. Does it look all right?                             B. Is it a good fit?      
             A. Yes, and your scarf matches                  A. Yes, it looks fabulous! 
                   it perfectly. 
             B. I got it for £28.50 in a sale.*                 B. It only cost me £29. 
             A. It’s incredible!                                        A. Well, that is very good     
                                                                                        value.  
 
                                    (III)                                                     (IV) 
 
             A. You’re looking very smart in                  A. That’s a very nice blazer    
                  that new jacket.                                             you’re wearing.    
             B. Does it suit me?                                        B. Do you really like it?    
             A. Yes, and I like the colour, too.                 A. Yes, and it goes well                          
                                                                                         with your new pullover. 
             B. You know I only paid £27.50                  B. You’ll never believe it    
                  for it.                                                              but it only cost £29.50.                        
              A. You got a bargain there.                           A. Very reasonable indeed.               
               
*a sale: when goods are sold cheaply in the shops – often in spring and autumn.  
 
   

PART III. SELLING TECHNIQUES 
 
        3.1. Listen to the conversation: 
        Interviewer 
        John Ellsworth (Con sumer’s Action Group) 
 
Int.- Have you ever entered a store and come away with more than you intended 
to buy? With the help of John Ellsworth from the Consumer’s Action Group 
we’ll try to reveal the selling techniques that are designed to make you spend, 
spend, spend!  
JE – Well, some of the techniques such as leaflets, free offers and other sales 
promotions are very obvious, but others are less apparent. 
Int. – For example … 
JE – Well, supermarkets know from their research that the idea of “freshness” is 
important to customers even though most of the things they sell, such as soap, 
powders and tins, are clearly quite different from this image. So they place their 
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fruit and vegetables near the entrance to give a first impression of freshness and 
brightness. In addition, many larger stores have an instore bakery because the 
smell of fresh bread makes you hungry and encourages impulse buying. The 
smell also attracts you into the store! They also use high intensity lights which 
make the shop seem extra clean and hygenic. 
Int. – I get annoyed because I have to go through the whole store to get the 
things I want. 
JE – That’s deliberate. Supermarkets are laid out to make you pass as many 
shelves as possible. This is why the entrance corridor usually goes straight to the 
back of the store, blocking any short-cuts to the check-outs. 
Int. – Why does it take me so long to get the things I really need? 
JE – When people go to a supermarket their plan is often to buy things like 
bread, butter, eggs and so on, so these staples  and other cheaper items are 
separated and placed throughout the store – often a long way from the entrance 
so that shoppers can be tempted to buy the other goods they pass on the way. 
Int. – I’ve noticed that they often place bargains at the end of aisles. 
JE – Ah yes. The ends of aisles are often called “hot spots” because products 
here sell twice as quickly as anywhere else. Supermarkets use these to display 
products they want to sell quickly. This works because shoppers have to slow 
down in order to turn into the next aisle so there is more time to catch their 
attention. 
Int. – And I find I get used to the layout and then they change it. 
JE – Some shoppers get into a routine and walk past tempting goodies, and that 
is why some supermarkets change their layout from time to time, so that 
shoppers have to spend more time looking for the things that they came in to 
buy. You see, the longer you spend in the shop, the higher your bill will be. Of 
course, this doesn’t always work because some people get annoyed and 
impatient. They may even leave! 
Int. – It is so difficult wheeling a huge trolley around when the store is crowded. 
JE – The trolleys are about a third bigger than they were 10 years ago. 
Supermarkets like people to use trolleys rather than baskets, because most 
people stop when the basket is full…larger trolleys encourage you to buy more. 
Int. – (laughing) I see! Do you approve of these sales techniques? 
JE – I think we can all benefit from some of them. I mean shopping is a lot more 
pleasant than it was a few years ago, isn’t it? However, it’s worth being aware of 
what’s happening so that you can get some of the worst practices changed. For 
example, in some supermarkets you will find chocolates and sweets placed near 
check-outs so that parents buy them for bored children. In others, they have been 
removed because customers complained. If you know what they are up to, it 
might help you to resist temptation the next time, or at least inject some fun into 
your next visit. So how many sales techniques can you spot in your local store?  
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         3.2. Vocabulary Practice 
          
          Ex.1. Transcribe the following words; make sure you know their 
meanings: techniques, consumer, obvious, apparent, approve, encourage, 
impulse, hygenic, deliberate, staples, basket, bargain, aisle, temptation, inject 
 
          Ex. 2. Find in the text the English equivalents to the following: 
                     методы (способы, технология) продажи, общество защиты 
прав потребителя, вскрыть (обнаружить), больше чем вы намеревались 
купить, очевидный (2), менее очевидный, рекламные проспекты, 
бесплатное распространение товаров в целях рекламы, распродажа по 
сниженным ценам, произвести первое хорошее впечатление, вдобавок, 
пекарня (находящаяся в магазине), провоцировать незапланированные 
покупки, яркое освещение (лампы большой мощности), раздражаться, 
преднамеренный (сделанный специально), планировать площади магазина 
(планировка магазина), кратчайший путь к ч.-либо, контроль (у выхода из 
магазина самообслуживания), основные товары, другие более дешевые 
товары, располагаться на всей площади магазина, соблазниться и купить, 
соблазнительный, устоять перед соблазном, продажа товаров по 
сниженным ценам, проход между стеллажами с товарами, привлечь 
внимание, тележка для товаров, одобрять ч.-л., получать (извлекать) 
пользу, осознавать что происходит, привнести удовольствие, заметить ч.-л. 
 

Ex. 3. Describe the lay-out of the nearest  department store.                    
Ex. 4. Speak on the selling techniques you can spot in the nearest 
department store: 

                                        - obvious ones; 
                                        - techniques which are not so obvious.  
 
      3.3.  Reading Practice                                

An American Icon 
 
            Ex.1. Get Ready to Read. Discuss these questions in the group. 
                 1. Do you ever wear jeans?               
                 2. Why do you think jeans are so popular?  
                 3. How many people in the group are wearing jeans?  
                   4. What are some different styles of jeans that you see people wearing? 
                5. In which social situations do you think jeans are inappropriate? 
 
           Ex. 2. Scan the text. Find the paragraphs that have information about 
these things: 
              1. the word ‘jeans’ 
              2. fake jeans 
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              3. why jeans are popular 
              4. Levi Strauss 

 5. jeans today 
 6. how jeans became popular with the public 

 
An American Icon 

            A. Ask any teenager what piece of clothing he or she couldn’t live 
without. The answer would probably be blue jeans. Blue jeans are probably the 
only item of clothing that is more popular today than when it was invented 150 
years ago. Blue jeans are so much a part of our culture that they are defined in 
Webster’s Dictionary, exhibited in the Smithsonian Institution in Washington 
DC and preserved in the Louvre in Paris. They are in demand all over the world. 
In fact, at some time in some countries people used to offer money to tourists for 
the pair that they were wearing. 
           B. Why are blue jeans so popular? Well, they are practical and durable, 
and most people think they look great. They are comfortable to wear and easy to 
wash. They are sturdy enough for work or for play. Each pair of jeans is special 
because it moulds to its owner’s shape. As blue jeans age, they fade in a unique 
way, too. 
           C. The word ‘jeans’ comes from ‘Genoa’, the town in Italy where sailors 
were famous for their heavy cotton pants. But the pants come from the gold 
mines of California. They were invented by Levi Strauss, a young tent maker 
from Bavaria, who arrived in California with a large supply of canvas to make 
tents. What he saw  was a bigger need. People toiling in the mines were tearing 
and splitting their tents. They needed strong, heavy pants, which Mr Strauss was 
happy to provide. At first he used the tent canvas he had brought with him but 
then he switched to a French fabric called ‘serge de Nimes’ (cotton from 
Nimes). ‘De Nimes’ soon became  ‘denim’ when California sales clerks realized 
that miners were not about to take French lessons to learn the proper 
pronunciation!  
          D. Levi Strauss invented the classic Levis. They were designed with 
double-stitched pockets and copper rivets that made the pants stronger. By the 
end of the 19th century other companies, such as Lee and Wrangler, were 
making jeans. Twenty-four million pairs of jeans were sold to the American 
armed forces as work clothes for soldiers in World War I.  
          E. It wasn’t until later in the 20th century, however, that blue jeans became 
popular among the general public. Two events contributed to the craze for jeans. 
In 1963, “Newsweek” magazine invented the term ‘teenager’ and put a teenage 
girl on its cover – wearing blue jeans. About the same time, some movie stars 
and singers, including James Dean, Marilyn Monroe and Elvis Presley, adopted 
the look. Soon it spread, and the rage for jeans began.   
            F. With such popularity came problems. Counterfeit Levis first appeared 
in Italy, then spread to the Far East and Latin America. Some copies are easy to 
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spot because the jeans look strange, and the labels have spelling mistakes. Other 
fakes are very close to the originals, and Levis’ security department has a big 
job tracking them down. Levi Strauss estimates that no factory can produce 
counterfeit jeans for more than two months before it is discovered.  
           G. Today in North America, jeans stores abound. Large shopping centres 
often have several stores that sell only jeans and denim accessories. Department 
stores have jeans departments too. Everyone, from babies to grandparents, wear 
jeans, although teenagers still corner the market. Nowadays, jeans aren’t 
necessarily blue. Black denims are popular, as well as other colours such as 
purple, green and red. Jeans that look faded and ripped are often preferred to 
those that look new. Every year, new looks and variations on jeans appear in 
fashion ads.    
            H. Despite the various changes that jeans have undergone, and the many 
companies that have tried to cash in on a good thing, Levi Strauss is still in the 
forefront of jeans production. Levis are famous for their quality and for their 
creative advertising, and they hold the oldest clothing trademark in America. 
Since their beginning in California, Levis have sold over 2 billion pairs of jeans 
and have earned a place in American legend. Blue jeans are the great icon of 
American culture. 
 
          Ex. 3. Scan the text to answer the questions: 
               1. With what age group are jeans most popular? 
               2. Give three examples that show that jeans are part of our culture. 
               3. Give some reasons why people like jeans. 
               4. What makes each pair of jeans unique? 
               5. Where do we get the word ‘jeans’?  
               6. Why did Levi Strauss first make jeans? 
               7. Where did the word ‘denim’ come from?  
               8. Describe some special features of Levis. 
               9. Name two other brands of jeans. 
              10. What two events led to the popularity of jeans? 
              11. What are two ways that counterfeit jeans can be spotted? 
              12. How long can Levi counterfeiters usually work before they are 
discovered? 
              13. Name some places where you can buy jeans today.  
              14. Name some popular variations of blue jeans. 
              15. Name two things for which Levis are famous. 
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SUPPLEMENT I. 
 
 

Shopping in American and British English 
 
             In a Department Store. While the term department store has been 
part of the vocabulary of both British and American English for more than a 
hundred years, a British speaker who goes shopping in a department store in the 
U.S. will almost immediately notice some differences in American and British 
vocabulary. For example, whereas in Britain a customer will be waited on by a 
shop assistant, in the U.S. a customer will be helped by a sales clerk  or a 
salesperson. And in American department stores people usually go to a cashier 
to pay for their purchases, while in Britain they pay for  them at a cash desk or a 
paying desk. If you are planning to go shopping in an American department 
store, you will probably find the following expressions useful. 
        A bargain basement is an area in a department store, usually the floor 
below ground level, where you can buy things at reduced prices. 
        A charge account is an account that you have with a store which allows 
you to make your purchases with a charge card (a plastic card issued by the 
particular store) and pay for them later. 
        A gift certificate (called a gift token or gift voucher in Britain) is a gift 
card or document that you buy in a store as a present for someone, so they can 
come to the store later and exchange it for an item they want: My sister gave me 
$50 gift certificate for my birthday! 
        A sales slip is a somewhat old-fashioned term that some Americans still 
use to refer to the small piece of paper that a sales clerk gives you listing the 
items you have bought, but nowadays most Americans call this a receipt, the 
same term that is used in Britain. 
        A sales tax is a tax that is added to the basic price of an item you buy. In 
the United States, this tax is collected by local governments (city or state), and it 
varies a great deal (between 0.05% and 10% of  the purchase price) from place 
to place. Only five of the fifty states in the U.S. have no sales tax: Alaska, 
Delaware, Montana, New Hampshire and Oregon. 
        Cash or credit? If you want to buy something in an American department 
store, the sales clerk will probably ask, ‘Cash or credit?’ What this means is, 
‘Do you want to pay for your purchase with cash, or do you want to charge it to 
a credit card?’ Depending on how you want to pay for the item, you should 
answer by saying something like, ‘That’ll be cash’ or ‘That’ll be credit’. 
 
         Shop or Store? The nouns shop and store are used somewhat differently 
in American and British English. In general, Americans use store the way the 
British use shop – to describe any room or building where people can buy things 
or pay for a service. Most British shops would be called stores in the United 
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States, where the noun shop is more often used to mean a small retail 
establishment, such as an antique shop or a gift shop. Notice in the following 
list how frequently Americans use the word store in the names for different 
places to shop. Notice, too, how Americans use the ending –y, as in grocery, 
and the British use the ending –s, as in grocer’s. 
             American                                             British 
            bookstore                                              bookshop 
            candy store                                            sweet shop 
            fish store                                               fishmonger’s 
            fruit and vegetable store                       greengrocer’s 
            grocery store                                         grocer’s 
            hardware store                                       ironmonger’s 
            jewelry store                                          jeweller’s 
            liquor store                                            off-licence 
            newsstand                                              newsagent’s 
            stationery store                                      stationer’s 
  
          Chemist’s, drugstores and pharmacies. Unlike the British, Americans 
don’t go to chemist’s, at least not when they need aspirin. When Americans 
need medicine, they go to a drugstore or a pharmacy. A drugstore is a store 
that sells medicines and other items, such as body care products, stationery, 
watches and cigarettes. Some drugstores, especially members of large 
American retail chains such as Rite Aide or CVC, may even have a one-hour 
photo processing department on the premises, where customers can have photos 
developed and printed. A pharmacy, like a drugstore, is a store that sells 
medicines and (often) other items, but it can also be part of a store, where 
medicines are prepared and sold. 
           Other Places to Shop. American English has some special terms to 
describe special shopping areas or other types of stores found in the United 
States. Here is a list of the most important ones: 
          A convenience store is a small store, open for long hours, that sells a 
variety of goods, especially food and drinks, cigarettes, newspapers and 
magazines. 
          A discount store or discount house is where Americans go when they 
want to save money. A discount store is usually large and sells goods at prices 
that are lower than usual. This can be for a variety of reasons. The store may 
employ fewer salespeople; it does not offer credit accounts; it has no delivery 
service; the decor, if there is any, may be very simple; the fitting-rooms where 
customers try on clothes may be shared by several people at the same time. 
          A mall or shopping mall (called a shopping centre in Britain) is a very 
large building (or group of buildings) that contains a large number of stores and 
restaurants, sometimes a movie theatre, and usually has plenty of space outside 
for parking: Sarah likes to hang out at the mall with her friends. 
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         An outlet (sometimes called a factory outlet) is a store that sells the goods 
of a particular company or goods of a particular type, often at prices that are 
lower than usual: The company has hundreds of outlets nationwide. 
         A shopping center is an area where a group of different stores and 
businesses such as banks and restaurants are built next to each other: There is a 
little shopping center next door with a bank, a pizza shop and a dry-cleaning 
place. 
         A shopping strip (the American equivalent to what some British people 
call a parade of shops) is a group of shops and businesses that fronts onto a 
road or highway, and is often located outside or at the edge of a town or city. 
         A variety store is a general store, smaller than a department store, which 
sells a very wide range of items – everything from clothing and cameras to 
gardening equipment – usually at low prices. 
 
          Buying Secondhand. Americans are always on the move, and for that 
reason it’s always easy to find secondhand goods – especially household items – 
for sale. Here are some of the most common terms associated with this type of 
shopping: 
          A garage sale (sometimes called a yard sale) is an occasion when people 
sell things, often in their garage or outside their house, which they no longer 
want. People often advertise these kinds of sales in local newspapers or on signs 
they post on the streets near the place where the sale will be held. 
           A rummage sale (what the British call a jumble sale) is a sale of a 
mixed collection of things that people no longer want, especially in order to 
make money for an organization. 
           A thrift shop (called a charity shop in Britain) is a store run by a 
charitable organization, such as the Salvation Army, which collects and then 
sells items like clothing, sports equipment, or furniture that people no longer 
want. The money that is collected is donated to an old people’s home, hospital, 
or some other institution. 
            Shopping for Clothes.  Speakers of American and British English call 
many items of clothing by exactly the same name: blouse, jacket, shirt and 
skirt, for example. In other cases, they are completely different words and 
expressions to indicate what is essentially the same item of clothing: 
              American                                             British 
          bathrobe                                                   dressing gown 
          garters                                                       suspenders 
          nightgown                                                 nightdress 
          pantyhose                                                  tights 
          parka                                                          anorak 
          sneakers                                                     trainers 
          tuxedo                                                        dinner jacket/suit 
          windbreaker                                               windcheater 
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           Some other clothing terms are used in both varieties of English – but to 
describe very different sorts of things, as is the case with the following: 
           The word jumper exists in both American and British English, but 
whereas the British use the word jumper to refer to a warm piece of knitted 
clothing that covers the top half of the body, for Americans a jumper is a 
sleeveless dress that is worn over a shirt or a blouse. What the British call a 
jumper is called a sweater by Americans. 
           In Britain pants are underwear, the things men wear underneath their 
trousers. But in America men wear pants over their underwear, since pants is 
the most common American word for the British term trousers. If you are in an 
American store  and want to buy what the British call pants, you should ask for 
men’s shorts or briefs. 
          For what the British mean by vest, Americans say undershirt, and for 
what Americans mean by  vest, the British say waistcoat. Thus, an American 
wears a vest over a shirt, while an Englishman wears one underneath. 
        While American and British English show some differences in vocabulary 
related to shopping and other common activities, all evidence suggests the two 
varieties of the language are moving closer together. The movement is mostly 
eastward. Each year, more words that were once exclusively American are 
found in the spoken and written language of both Britain and the U.S. For 
example, a generation or so ago, the use of  rain check (a piece of paper you 
can use to buy something that is not available at the moment later) would 
immediately identify its user as an American, but today more than one store in 
Britain uses rain checks as the name for the vouchers it gives out when special 
offers are in short supply. 
 

SUPPLEMENT II 
 

1.3. Tapescript “What Sort of Shops Are They in?” 
 

1. A. Good morning! 
B. Good morning! I’d like to cash this, please. 
A  How would you like it? 
B. Erm…Could I have some fives and a few one pound coins, please? 
A.Certainly. 
B. Thanks. 

 
2. A. Can I help you? 

B.Yes. I’d like some Cheddar. 
A. Is it for cooking? 
B. No, it’s to have with biscuits. 
A. Then I recommend this one. It’s mature, and quite strong. 
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B. Could I try a little, please? 
A. Yes, of course. 
B. Mmm, very nice. I’ll have half a pound, please. 
A. Anything else, please? 
B. No, that’ll be all, thank you. 

 
3. A. I’d like some nice lamb chops, please. 
     B. English or New  Zealand? 

A. Is there much difference in price? 
B. The New Zealand is a little cheaper, but of course, it’s not quite the same 

quality. 
A. Could I have a look at the New Zealand? 
B. Of course. 
A. They look nice. Six, please. 
B. Two pounds thirty, please. 
A. Thank you. 

 
4. A. I like the style very much, and they’re very comfortable. 

B. Yes, they fit extremely well. 
A. I’m afraid I don’t like the colour. Have you got something a bit brighter? 

Brown is such a dull colour. 
B. I’ll have a look. What about a red? 
A  Yes. I’ve got quite a few things that might go with red. Could I try them 
on? 
В. Yes, I’ll just fetch them. One moment. 

 
5. A. Good morning.  

B. Hello. A large wholemeal loaf, please. 
A. Thank you. 57p, please. 
B. And a half-a-dozen soft white rolls. 
A. Do you want the ones with sesame seeds? 
B. They’re for hamburgers, so yes, that’d be all right, wouldn’t it? 
A. Yes.  
B. Yes, that’s fine. 
A.  Anything else? 
B. No, thanks. Not today. 

 
6. A. Hello, Tom. How are you today? 

B. Not bad, thanks. You? 
A. OK. What can I do for you? 
B. I’d like some sprouts, Alf, please. 
A. I couldn’t get any today. Sorry. 
B. Oh. Well, I’ll have some beans, then. 
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A. How many? 
B. A pound will do. Have you got any avocados? 
A. Lovely ones. When are they for? 
B. Tonight, please. 
A. Here we are. Two beauties. 
B. A lettuce and a cucumber, please. 
A. Righto. 
B. That’s it, thanks. 

 
7. A.  Hello. Have you got any of that stuff for getting stains out of furniture? 

B. Yes. Do you mean that sort that comes in bottles? Do you want large,  
small or medium? 
A. Oh, just the small one, please. 
B. 75p, please. 
A. And I need some nails, some six-inch nails. 
B. They come in packs of twenty-five, sir. 
A. But I don’t want that many. Can I just have a few? 
B. I’m sorry. I can’t split them up. 
A. All right, then. I’ll have the packet. 

 
8. A. Twenty Benson and Hedges, please. 

B. King size? 
A. No, just the ordinary ones. Oh, and some matches, please. 
B. There you are.  
A. Do you have any computer magazines? 
B. Yes, they’re over there on the middle shelf. 

     A.   Ah, yes. 
   

       2.3. Tapescript  “Footwear Follies” 
 

            Over the centuries  people wore many different styles of shoes. Some 
shoes are practical and comfortable. Other styles were strange and humorous, 
and some were actually dangerous. 
        1. One example of shoes that are comfortable and practical is the sneakers 
or running shoes we wear today. Running shoes give support to the foot and are 
great to walk around in, as well as being ideal for doing sports. 
        2. The earliest known shoes were sandals, worn by the ancient Egyptians in 
3700 BC. The sandals were used to protect feet from rough ground and hot 
earth. They were made of plaited fibres or leather. 

  3. The ancient Romans after wore high boots with open toes at the front. 
Emperors in Rome wore the most elaborate boots. The boots were coloured and 
decorated with many things: jewels, gold thread, laces and ornaments that 
looked like animal heads. 
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        4. In Europe about 1100 AD a peculiar style became popular – people 
began to wear hats and shoes with points. Trying to make more elaborate shoes, 
people made the points longer and longer. The points became so long that 
people often tripped over them. In the interest of safety the points had to be 
attached to the knees with chains. Finally, King Edward IV of England passed a 
law limiting the length of toes to two inches. 
        5. After this toes became shorter, but this time spread out in width. 
Europeans, in the height of fashion, wore very wide shoes, sometimes 25 
centimetres or 10 inches wide. The shoes were very floppy and sometimes had 
separated toes that looked like a bear’s paw. Other shoes looked like a duck’s 
bill. Finally, the royal court passed another law limiting the width to 15 
centimetres or 6 inches. 
        6. In the 17th century men took to wearing boots with very wide tops. They 
folded the boots down and trimmed them with lace. The wide tops were useful 
for carrying things: gloves, love letters, handkerchiefs and, perhaps, a gun. 
        7. A very strange fad began in Europe. Women in style wore very high 
shoes, called chopines, that looked like stilts. At first the shoes were useful – the 
raised platform kept women’s skirts out of mud. But wealthy women wanted 
shoes that were higher and fancier, so their shoes got higher and higher until 
some shoes were more than three quarters of a metre high. To walk a woman 
had to lean on a shoulder of another person. 
        8. After this shoes got lower but heels got higher. King Louis XIV of 
France was a short man of  1,2 metre tall. He began to wear very fancy and 
high-heeled shoes. Other men began to copy his style. The fashion was to wear 
high-heeled shoes trimmed with ribbons, lace, bows and jewels. King Louis’s 
shoes also had pictures painted on them. 
        9. In the 1800s an unusual style started in Japan – singing sandals for 
women. The heels actually made music as a woman walked. A small accordion 
was in the heel. As a woman walked musical notes came out. 
        10. Wooden shoes were worn by fishermen and farmers in Europe. They 
were useful for that type of work for several reasons. For one thing, they kept 
the feet dry and warm. They were also inexpensive to make and they lasted a 
long time. They were very popular in Holland where Dutch children put up 
wooden shoes for Santa Claus to fill with gifts. 
        11. In modern times we continue to experience fashion follies. Not long 
ago plastic shoes were the rage. Platform shoes also came into vogue in the 
1970s causing people to fall off their shoes and twist or even break their ankles. 
Today people often decorate boots. Leather cowboy boots are often custom-
made and decorated with different materials and even jewels. Some have high 
heels and are quite ornate. In the interest of fashion people continue to design 
new items for their feet. Sometimes the styles we choose are beautiful, but at 
other times all we can say is  - Oh, my aching feet! 
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SUPPLEMENT III. PART 1 
 

I. Learn more Vocabulary: 
 

At the Supermarket 
 
                                  Characters: Ann –A; David – D. 
 
        A. I have to do my grocery shopping on the run. I’m in a hurry, and I want 
to carry my errands very quickly.                    
        D. Did you make a list in advance for items you plan to pick up? 

A. I certainly did, and I’m looking it over trying to keep in mind each item. 
        D. I know we’ve run out of meat and eggs, Ann, and we’re running short of 
milk and bread. 
        A. You’re right, David. You look for the eggs in the dairy department, and 
I’ll pick out the meat in the meat department. 
        D. I’ll be passing the bakery section, Ann, why don’t I pick up a freshly 
baked loaf of the French bread we’re fond of? 
        A. Sounds delicious! I’ve been tangling with purchasing some of those 
mouth-watering pastries I’ve seen there, too. 
        D. I don’t know, Ann. Maybe we should do without the tempting food 
since we’re trying to cut corners financially. 
        A.  Perhaps you’re right, David. Let me go over my list again. I’ll meet you 
at the cash-desk shortly.       
        D. Fine. Then, we’ll be off  to our other errands. 
 
       Vocabulary: 
        on the run – doing things quickly, acting in a hurried manner, rushing: e.g. 
She’s doing her shopping on the run. 
        in a hurry – doing things quickly, acting in a hurried manner, rushing: e.g. 
Why are you always in a hurry? Why are you always rushing? 
        in advance, in advance of – beforehand, before, before doing something: 
e.g. She made out her list in advance (before going to the store). 
        errand – a short journey in order to get smth: e.g. a message, goods from a 
shop; to go on an errand for smth; to run errands; an errand-boy – a boy 
employed to run errands.   
        to pick up – to buy, to purchase, to get: e.g. I’ll pick up a few groceries at 
the store. 
        to keep in mind – to remember, to think about: e.g. Can you keep all the 
items in mind? 
        to run out – to have no more, to consume completely: e.g. They ran out of 
bread (they have no more bread). 
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        to run short – to have less than enough, not to have enough: e.g. We are 
running short of flour.  
        to look for – to seek, to try to find: e.g. She looked for her grocery list. 
        to pick out – to choose, to select: e.g. They picked out the tenderest meat.  
        mouth-watering  - exceptionally delicious, appealing to the senses: e.g. 
This dessert is mouth-watering! 
        to do without smth – to live or do smth without a particular thing: e.g. We 
can’t do without flour if we want to make a cake. 
        to cut corners – to be economical, to spend very little: e.g. They try to cut 
corners on their food bill. 
        shortly – soon. 
 
        Ex. 1. Comprehension Check: 
        1. Why is Ann doing her grocery shopping on the run?              
        2. Is she in a hurry? Explain. 
        3. Why did she make out a list in advance? 
        4. What does she plan to pick up?     
        5. What does Ann try to keep in mind? 
        6. Which items have David and Ann run out of? 
        7. What are they running short of? 
        8. Where does David look for the eggs and milk? 
        9. What does Ann pick out in the meat department? 
       10.Who is fond of French bread? Where can David buy it? 

  11. Does Ann purchase mouth-watering pastries? Why? 
       12. How are David and Ann trying to cut corners? 
 
        Ex. 2. Write the idioms from the dialogue that correspond to the words in 
brackets: 

1. Ann is doing her grocery shopping (quickly) …………………... 
2. She is (rushing) ………………………………………………….. 
3. Ann made out a list (beforehand) …………………………………. 
4. She plans (to buy) …………………………………items on her list. 
5. She is trying (to remember) ………………………………each item. 
6. David and Ann have (consumed completely) ………………………of 

meat and eggs. 
7. They are (lacking sufficient supply) …………………………of milk. 
8. David (seeks)…………………………the eggs and milk in the dairy. 
9. Ann (selects) ………………………….meat in the meat department. 
10.  David and Ann are (attracted to) ……………………..French bread. 
11.  Ann would like to get some (exceptionally delicious)…………pastries. 
12.  They are trying (to be economical) ………………………………… . 
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        Ex. 3. Answer these questions: 
1. When do you do your shopping on the run? 
2. Do you enjoy shopping when you are in a hurry? Explain. 
3. How does having a list made out in advance help you in your shopping? 
4. In what ways do you try to keep the items in mind? 
5. How many times a week do you pick groceries up? 
6. Which store do you go to when you run short of food? 
7. Which foods do you frequently run out of? 
8. In which section of the supermarket do you look for fruit? Which kind 

do you pick out? 
9. What types of food are you fond of? 
10. Is there a particular food that you find mouth-watering? 
11. In which store do you look for Oriental food? 
12.  How do you cut corners when you shop? 

 
        Ex. 4. Match the idiom to its definition by writing the letter of the 
definition on the line next to the idiom number: 
        1. ………….to look for                         a. to select 
        2. ………….to cut corners                    b. doing things quickly 
        3. ………….to keep in mind                 c. rushing 
        4. ………….to run short                       d. to be economical 
        5. ………… to pick out                         e. like something 
        6. ………….in a hurry                           f. to remember 
        7. ………….mouth-watering                 g. to purchase 
        8. ………….on the run                          h. beforehand 
        9. ………… .to pick up                          i. to seek  
        10. …………fond of                               j. to have less than enough 
        11. ………….to run out                          k. tasting exceptionally good 
        12. ………….in advance                        l. to have no more  
 
        Ex. 5. Underline the words in brackets that best correspond to the italicized 
idioms: 

1. She picked out the best one. She (didn’t choose, selected, failed to find) 
the best one. 

2. The chef is running short of Chinese noodles. He (has a sufficient 
supply of, doesn’t have enough, has enough) Chinese noodles. 

3. They are eating their lunch in a hurry. They are eating (slowly, quickly, 
leisurely). 

4. This delicacy is mouth-watering. It is (tasty, tastless, watery). 
5. They cut corners on all their purchases. They shop (carelessly, 

extravagantly, economically). 
6. I ran out of flour and eggs. I (never use, have enough, don’t have any) 

flour and eggs. 
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7. He looked for cereal in aisle 6. He (sought, didn’t want, failed to search 
for) cereal in aisle 6.  

8. We are fond of most vegetables. We (found, like, dislike) them. 
9. She tries to keep in mind the entire list. She tries to (forget, write, 

remember) the list. 
10. He is on the run from morning until night. He (hurries, relaxes, 

procrastinates). 
11. They discussed the items they needed to purchase in advance of 

shopping. They discussed them (after, during, before) shopping. 
12.  Don’t forget to pick up milk at the dairy, please! Don’t forget to (sell, 

drink, get) milk. 
 
        Ex.  6. Write sentences with the idioms given: 

1. to cut corners…………………………………………………………… 
2. in a hurry……………………………………………………………….. 
3. to look for ………………………………………………………… 
4. to run out………………………………………………………….. 
5. mouth-watering…………………………………………………… 
6. to run short of……………………………………………………… 
7. to be fond of………………………………………………………… 
8. on the run…………………………………………………………… 

 
        Ex. 7.  Circle the letter of the sentence that correponds to the idiom used in 
the numbered sentence. The idioms are used in situations that are different from 
those in the dialogue. 

1. We ran short of money and couldn’t continue our trip. 
a. We had enough money. 
b. We didn’t have enough money. 
c. We had more than enough money. 

2. They bought the tickets three weeks in advance of leaving for Japan. 
a. They left for Japan three weeks early. 
b. They advanced their trip to Japan by three weeks 
c. They got their tickets three weeks before leaving for Japan. 

3. He is fond of blue-eyed women. 
a. He found a blue-eyed woman. 
b. He is attracted to blue-eyed women. 
c. He has no interest in blue-eyed women. 

4. She picked out a man she’s going to marry. 
a. She doesn’t want to marry. 
b. She isn’t sure whom she will marry. 
c. She knows exactly whom she will marry. 

5. They kept in mind the rules and regulations of the camping grounds. 
a. They forgot the rules and regulations. 
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b. They failed to remember the rules and regulations. 
c. They didn’t forget the rules and regulations. 

6. The mouth-watering pies at the bakery were selling fast. 
a. The pies were delicious. 
b. The pies were stale. 
c. The pies were tasteless. 

7. Because she was on the run, she forgot to take her keys. 
                          a  Because she was running, she forgot to take her keys.  
                          b. Because she was exercising, she forgot to take her keys. 
                          c. Because she was rushing, she forgot to take her keys. 

8. They looked for a place to live in the country. 
a. They tried to find a palce. 
b. They didn’t try to find a place. 
c. They didn’t want to find a place. 

9. He was in a hurry because it was late. 
a. He was dallying. 
b. He was rushing. 
c. He was relaxing. 

10.  We ran out of gas on the highway. 
a. The gas tank was empty. 
b. The gas tank was half empty. 
c. The gas tank was nearly full. 

11. She cut corners when she was at the university. 
a. She was spendthrift. 
b. She was thrifty. 
c. She was extravagant. 

12. She picked her costume up at the Costume Shop. 
a. She designed the costume. 
b. She made the costume. 
c. She bought the costume. 
 

PART 2.  ADDITIONAL DIALOGUES 
 

1. A Few Errands 
                                             ( Felix, Gertie) 
         Fel.: I’m just going down to the shops to buy some cigarettes, Gertie. Do 
you want anything while I’m there? 
         G.:   Yes, what a good idea! There are a lot of things I need, as a matter of 
fact. Let me see … We haven’t got many eggs left, so bring a dozen large ones. 
And there isn’t much cooking-fat in the jar, so bring a pound of lard. And … 
         Fel.:  Hold on! If you want me to get a lot of things, write them down on a 
piece of paper, or I’ll forget something. 
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          G.:   All right. But wait a minute, while I look in the other cupboards to 
see what we need. 
           Fel.: Hurry up, then! I want to call in for a chat with Gerry on the way back. 
          G.: We’ve got plenty of cocoa, but we’ve nearly run out of coffee and 
there isn’t a great deal of tea left; bring a large tin of instant and a quarter pound 
of tea. Oh! And I want some ham. 
          Fel.: How much? 
          G.:  Half a pound will do. We’re short of vegetables, too; bring some 
beans, and a tin of carrots … 
          Fel.: I only wanted to go out for a stroll and a chat. I’ll need a lorry to 
bring all that home. 
          G.:  Here’s the list. Oh, and you can pick up my coat at the dry-cleaner’s 
while you’re passing. And do me a favour while you’re at Gerry’s: ask Pam if 
she’s free on Thursday morning. We’re having a meeting at ten o’clock about 
the tennis-club dance in August. 
          Fel.: Do you mind if I have half an hour to myself after I’ve done all your 
business for you?                 
                     

2. At the Grocery Store 
 
         Grocer: Good morning, Mrs Hampton. 
         Mary:   Good morning, Mike. 
         Grocer: What would you like today? 
         Mary: I’d like some bread. A loaf of white bread and a loaf of rye. And a 
quart of milk and  half-a-pound of butter. 
         Grocer: Is that all? 
          Mary: Oh, no! I’m out of everything today. I need two pounds of coffee, 
too. We seem to use a great deal of coffee. 
         Grocer: Anything else? 
          Mary: I need a little salt and pepper. A box of each, I guess. Oh, yes! I 
almost forgot. I want some sugar, too.  
          Grocer: How much, Mrs Hampton? 
          Mary: Five pounds, please. 
          Grocer:  That’s a long list you have there. 
           Mary: Yes, it is. We had guests over the weekend, and they ate us out of 
house and home. I want some onions and potatoes, too. Three pounds of onions, 
the little white ones, and five pounds of potatoes. And these two cans of soup. 
And a few tomatoes. Four of these nice ripe ones will do. 
           Grocer: Anything else? 
            Mary: That’s all today. It seems like a lot. How much is it? 
            Grocer: That comes to five dollars and forty-two cents. That’s a lot to 
carry, Mrs Hampton. Can I have it delivered for you? 
            Mary: Oh, that would be very nice. Thank you very much, Mike. 
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                                     Phrases  for Everyday Use: 
 
       weekend, for the weekend, over the weekend: 
       He doesn’t work on Friday afternoon either, so he has a nice long weekend. 
       Where did you go for the weekend? 
       We stayed in the country over the weekend. 
        eat out of house and home: Those children eat all the time! They’re going 
to eat us out of house and home! 
        Our guests ate us out of house and home. 
        out of: I’m out of everything today. 
                    She’s out of carbon paper. Do you have any? 
        come to: How much did the bill come to? 
                        How much does all that come to? 
        pint, quart, gallon: I want a pint of cream. 
                                         There are  two pints in a quart.              
                                         I want a quart of milk. 
                                         There are four quarts in a gallon. 
                                         He drank a gallon of water yesterday. 
        ounce, pound: An ounce of pepper is a lot of pepper. 
                                 There are sixteen ounces in a pound. 
                                  I’d like a pound of butter, please.  
 

3. At the Fruit  Store 
                                        (Fruit-Seller, Mrs Hampton)                
 
       Fruit-Sel.: Good morning, Mrs Hampton. 
       Mrs H.: Good morning. It’s a lovely day, isn’t it? 
       Fruit-Sel.: Yes, it is, nice and warm and sunny. Is there anything special 
you’d like today? 
       Mrs H.: You had some nice grapes yesterday, didn’t you? 
       Fruit-Sel.: I have some fresh ones today. This is the kind you mean, isn’t it? 
These white, seedless ones? 
       Mrs H.: Yes, those are the ones. I’ll take two pounds of those. 
       Fruit-Sel.: You don’t want any oranges, do you? 
       Mrs H.: No, not today. I bought a dozen last week, and I still have some. 
There aren’t any strawberries in season now, are there? 
       Fruit-Sel.: Oh, not yet, Mrs Hampton. All I have are the frozen strawberries. 
       Mrs H.: They’re all right, but I wanted some fresh ones. Oh, these are nice 
apples, aren’t they? 
       Fruit-Sel.: Fresh today. 
       Mrs H.: You get them from the West Coast, don’t you? 
       Fruit-Sel.: Yes, I do. 
       Mrs H.: I’ll take half-a-dozen apples. 
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       Fruit-Sel.: Anything else? 
       Mrs H.: These bananas aren’t quite ripe, are they? 
       Fruit-Sel.: No, but the’ll get ripe if you just keep them for a day. 
       Mrs H.: You shouldn’t put bananas in the refrigerator, should you? 
       Fruit-sel.: No, never. 
       Mrs H.: Well, give me two pounds of bananas, please. 
 

Phrases for Everyday Use 
       pound, by the pound: Bananas are sold by the pound. 
                                             Please, give me two pounds of bananas. 
                                             I’ll take half-a-pound of grapes. 
       dozen, by the dozen:  Oranges are sold by the dozen. 
                                            Please, give me a dozen of oranges. 
                                            I’ll take half-a-dozen of apples. 
       baker’s dozen: A baker’s dozen has thirteen, but you pay for only twelve. 
       in/out of season: Strawberries are in season in early summer. 
                                    When will apples be in season? 
       get ripe: The bananas will get ripe if you keep them for a day. 
                       They always let the cherries get ripe on the trees.         
 

4. At a Big Store 
                                        (Customer, Assistant) 
        

C.– Could you show me some  tweed suits, please? 
A. – Do you want something heavy or light? 

        C.– Light, please. 
A. – Yes, madam. Do you know your size? 

        C. – Last year I was 16, but I’ve put on some weight since then, so you’d 
better take my measurements, please.  

A. – Very good, I think size 18 will fit  you. Do you like any of these? 
        C. – I don’t like anything of these colours and shades. Have you got 
anything brighter? 
        A. – What colour things will you be wearing with the suit? 
        C. – I shall be wearing brown. I think, a light green would do. 
        A.  – This is a very attractive suit. 
        C.  – Yes, but the sleeves are a bit too long. Can you get them shortened for 
me ? 
        A. – That will be altered in 2 days. 
        C. – And the waist is rather tight. Could you let it out a little? 
        A. – Oh, yes. This can be easily put right. 
        C. – What’s the price? 
        A. – Forty-two pounds sixty. 
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        C. – All right. It seems quite reasonably priced. I’ll take it. …And now, 
how do I get to the glove department?  
        A.-  Over there on the left, madam, just past the ribbon counter. 
        C.– Thank you. … Is this the right counter for gloves? 

A. – Yes, madam. What sort of gloves do you require? Suede, chamois …? 
C.- Those over there. 
A. – Certainly, madam. What size do you take?    

        C.- Six and a quarter, I believe, but you’d measure my hand to make sure.  
        A.- I think, a six is your size. How do you like these? I can recommend 
them, they are very reliable. 
        C. – How much are they? 

A. – Two pounds seventy. 
        C – Very well, I’ll take them. …And now, where’s the shoe department, 
please? 

A. – Come this way, please, and I’ll show you. … Just over there beyond 
the millinery department. 

                        
                                   ………………………………… 
 
A. – What kind of shoes do you want, madam? 

        C. – I want strong walking shoes, with a low heel. I like court shoes, but, of 
course, high heels aren’t suitable for country wear. As you see, I have rather 
small feet. 

A. – Here’s a pair about your size. Try them on … How do they feel? 
        C.– They are fairly comfortable, but they are a bit tight across the toes. I 
suppose, they’ll give a little. 

A. – Yes, they’ll stretch with wearing. 
        C.- Very well then, I’ll take them. … Now let’s see, what else did I want? 
Oh yes, some stockings, an extra pair of laces, shoe polish, a pair of scissors and 
some safety-pins. 
 
                       5. Buying a Coat and Returning the Purchase 
                                (Anne, Sally, Clerk, Adjuster) 
 
        Anne: Is this the coat you’re talking about? 
        Sally: Yes, it is. 
        Anne: It’s very nice. Are you going to buy it? 
        Sally: Yes, I think so. Is there a sales clerk around? 
        Anne: Here’s one now. 
        Clerk: Can I help you, Miss? 
        Sally:Yes, please. I want to try on this coat. Is there a dressing-room 
around? 
        Clerk: Right over there. 
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        Sally: Is this coat on sale? 
        Clerk: Yes, it is. It’s seventy-five dollars, plus sales tax, marked down from 
a hundred dollars. 
        Sally: Is the sales tax three per cent? 
        Clerk: No, it isn’t. It’s gone up to four percent.   
        Sally: (Sally puts on the coat) Do you like it, Anne? Is it pretty? 
        Anne: Oh, I think it’s lovely! 
        Sally: Is it a good color? 
        Anne: Perfect! Are you going to buy it? 
        Sally: I think so. But let’s go to Orchard’s first. 
        Anne: Are there some coats on sale at Orchard’s? 
        Sally: We’ll see. 
                            …………………………………………….. 
 
        Adjuster: Can I help you, Miss? 
        Sally:      I certainly hope so. I want to return this coat. 
        Adjuster: What seems to be the trouble? 
        Sally:       I don’t like it at all. It doesn’t fit me properly. The color makes 
me look sick. I didn’t really see it before I bought it. I didn’t put it on in the 
store. I only had it on once, and … 
        Adjuster: Hold on, Miss, hold on1 
        Sally:       Let me go on. I’m burned up, I can tell you … 
        Adjuster: You don’t need to blow your top at me. You didn’t get this coat 
in this store, Miss. 
        Sally:       What do you mean, I didn’t get it here? 
        Adjuster:  Look at the label. 
        Sally:       Exactly. It says Orchard’s. It doesn’t say anything else. 
        Adjuster:  But this is Smith’s, Miss. This isn’t Orchard’s. 
        Sally:        Smith’s? Oh, dear, I’m sorry! I don’t know what to say! 
 
                                       Phrases for Everyday Use 
 
       mark down (marked down) – reduce the price of smth: They are going to 
mark down all the dresses at Smith’s. 
       go up ( go up to) – increase in price: Prices are going up all the time. The 
cost of living is going up every day. 
       hold on – (spoken) wait for a short time: Hold on! I’ll be ready in just a 
minute.  
       burn up – (informal) make smb very angry: The way he treats her really 
burns me up.   
       blow one’s top – (informal) become extremely angry quickly or suddenly: 
You don’t need to blow your top at me. 
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                                  6. Buying a Cassette-recorder 
                         (Customer – 1, Customer – 2, Assistant ) 
 

A. – Was there any particular model you were interested in, sir? 
        C-1.- Well, yes. That portable one over there. That type anyway. About 
how much are they? 
         A. – They vary in price, of course, sir. It isn’t simply a matter of deciding 
what price you want to pay. The most important thing to consider is your 
personal requirements. Whatever your interests may be, a cassette-recorder will 
help you to enjoy them all the more. From amateur dramatics to music study, 
from learning languages to giving a lecture or throwing a party, a cassette-
recorder will enable you to do it better. More over, all your family can share and 
enjoy it. 
         C-1.- I think, you’re right…I’m aware of all the things you’ve said, but the 
price does matter to me. 
         A.– Naturally, sir. But wait, just have a look at this model. Completely 
portable and very light in weight. 
         C-1. – What about the quality of the sound? Sometimes these portables 
sound very tinny. 
         A.– Not this one, sir, I can assure you. I’ve got a cassette on it. Just listen 
to the quality of the sound. How does it strike you? 
        C-1.- This one is pretty good. I think I’ll take it. Is there anything else I 
could have a look at? 
         A.- Yes, have a look around if you feel like it. 
         C-2.- Excuse me … 

A. – I’ll be with you in a moment, sir. I’ll just attend to this lady … 
         C-2.- I bought a cassette-recorder from you yesterday. 
         A.-  A de luxe model, wasn’t it? Beautifully designed!   
         C-2.- Well … 
         A.- Probably the finest cassette-recorder on the market today. One that I 
wouldn’t hesitate to recommend. 
         C-2.- As a matter of fact … 
         A.(to C-1) – Do help yourself to a brochure, sir – “Helpful Hints on Home 
Recording.” 
         C-1 – Thank you.  

A. – You were saying, madam? 
         C-2.- Yes, I was saying that I bought a cassette-recorder from you 
yesterday. 

A. – And now you’d like some extras I’ve mentioned. 
         C-2.- Not exactly. 

A. – A special stereo attachment? Only 40 pounds. 
         C-2.- Yes, I can see. I paid a hudred pounds for that cassette-recorder. 
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         A – I remember. I’m sure you’ll get a whole new world of pleasure for you 
and your family. You’ll get hours of enjoyment from it … 
         C-2. – Hours of enjoyment!? 
         A – Exactly, madam. 
         C-2. – Hours of enjoyment, my foot! The recorder I bought from you 
yesterday is completely useless. I paid all that money and the thing doesn’t 
work! 
         A – But madam … 
         C-1. – Well, there’s no hurry, there’s no hurry … I’ll come again when, 
perhaps, you have more models to show me. Till then, good-bye …               
 

7. In a Big Store 
(Aunt Louise, Ann) 

 
        Aunt Louise: Ann, my dear, have you any idea where we’ve likely to find 
those cheap saucepans we saw advertised? 
       Ann : No, the whole store had been reorganized since I was last in here. 
Let’s go up on this escalator. 
       Aunt Louise: Why, surely, they won’t have moved the household 
department up to the first floor. 
       Ann: No, but from the escalator we shall be able to see the lay-out of the 
whole of the ground floor. 
        Aunt Louise: All right. Yes, you certainly can see where everything is. But 
I can’t see saucepans anywhere. 
        Ann: Oh, Aunt Louise, just look at those lovely hats! 
        Aunt Louise: Hats? It’s saucepans I’m interested in. E-eh, what hats? 
        Ann: Be careful, Aunt Louise! We’re at the top now. 
        Aunt Louise: My dear child, do you really think I can’t be trusted to step 
off an escalator alone? Now, where are those hats? 
        Ann: Over here. Do let’s stop and have a look at them. After all we’ve got 
the whole day to do the household shopping. 
        Aunt Louise: Oh, very well. You know I think this must be a new 
department. I’ve never seen hats here before. 
        Ann: Neither have I. Oh, I like that black velvet cap. Hm, not expensive 
either. It would suit you, Aunt Louise. 
        Aunt Louise: It is rather attractive, but I can’t really afford a new hat. 
        Ann: There is no harm in trying it on. After all it might not suit you.  
        Aunt Louise: Well, I suppose I do need something to wear with my new 
black dress. 
        Ann: Oh, look at this one. It’s made entirely of feathers. Do try it on. 
        Aunt Louise: Thank you. You know it’s very strange that no one has come 
forward to serve us; but it’s always the same in shops if you want just to look 
around, people rush forward to serve you, and if you really want to buy 
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something there’s never an assistant in sight. No, Ann, this hat is much too 
frivolous for an old woman, but it will look very nice on you. 
        Ann: Yes, but look at the price! It’s three guineas. And I haven’t got three 
guineas. 
        Aunt Louise: Then take it out of the housekeeping money. I’m sure John 
would never notice. 
        Ann: Oh, I couldn’t do that. Grandfather would be dreadfully hurt if ever 
he found out. 
        Aunt Louise: It does suit you, my dear. 
        Ann: I know. 
        Aunt Louise: I think you’d better borrow the money from the 
housekeeping. 
        Ann: But then I shouldn’t have enough money with me to  buy the set of 
saucepans. And you see I told Grandfather this morning that I must have new 
saucepans. 
        Aunt Louise: But what is a set of saucepans compared with a hat that really 
suits you! 
 
                                        8. Emergency Shopping 
 
        Robert (driving in his car sees Ann, his girl friend, loaded with a lot of 
parcels): Hello, Ann! What on earth are you carrying? You look like a sort of a 
pack-horse. 
        Ann: I feel like one. 
        Robert: Give me that basket and I’ll put it in the back of the car. 
        Ann: Thank you, Robert. 
        Robert: Good heavens! It weighs a ton! 
        Ann: So does this one. And this one’s rather heavy too. I’ve had to put a 
few small tins in my handbag. 
        Robert: Really, Ann! 
        Ann: And I’ve got a most extraordinary collection of things in my pockets. 
If you are really going to give me a lift home, Robert, I think I’ll turn my 
pockets out before permanent damage is done to my coat. 
        Robert: Just what have you been doing? I thought you always got your 
groceries from Longdale. 
        Ann: We do. The van delivers every Saturday, but I had a good idea and 
didn’t want to wait. 
        Robert: I don’t call it a good idea to stagger home with three heavy baskets. 
You must be mad, Ann. What’s all the hurry, anyway? 
        Ann: It’s this epidemic of ancient flu. 
        Robert: Ancient flu? What are you talking about? 
        Ann: Asian flu, of course. But don’t you think ancient flu is rather a 
delightful name for it? 
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        Robert: Well, now I come to think about it I suppose it is, but I can’t 
imagine where you heard it. 
        Ann: In the chemist’s. A dear old man came in, and I think he was a bit 
deaf, and asked if they could give him something for ancient flu. 
        Robert: And what did the chemist say? 
        Ann: I didn’t hear any more. I was too busy buying paper handkerchiefs.  
        Roberts: Hm … This epidemic must be quite extraordinarily good for trade. 
        Ann: That’s exactly what Grandfather said. He also said it wouldn’t be 
surprising if the whole thing had been invented to stimulate sales. 
        Robert: What utter nonsense! Let me tell your Grandfather. 
        Ann: Don’t be so serious, Robert. Can’t you take a joke? 
        Robert: No when I’m worked off my feet looking after flu victims. Now, 
do get into the car and let me drive you home. I ought not to be wasting all this 
time gossiping. 
        Ann: Oh, you do sound cross. 
        Robert (in the car): And now I want to know just why you are getting into 
panic about this flu. It’s not like you, Ann. 
        Ann: I am not in a panic. I am just being sensible. All the newspapers say 
that the right thing to do is to go to bed with a hot lemon drink. 
        Robert: Quite right. 
        Ann: And they say you shouldn’t worry your doctor unless it is relly 
necessary. 
        Robert: That’s quite right too. 
        Ann: And he may in any case have it himself. So I just thought it might be 
sensible to have a big store of tinned food in the house. So if I get it, I shan’t 
have to get out for anything. 
        Robert: Well, that’s certainly quite a sensible idea. People can get bad colds 
or ordinary flu at any time of the year. 
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